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Usability of an expert system is dependent upon the relationship between a human user

and the expert system interface. The interface is deüned as any combination of equipment

with which the user and expen system communicate. Within the context of this research,

the interface is considered to be the expert system text and graphics appearing on display

hardware. This type of interface is known as an advisor,

A state transition model is used to represent human—advisor interaction. The model

provides a mechanism by which to collect objcctive human performance data. ln addition,

it is used to specify human~advisor interaction metrics.

To test the state transition model, an expert system, Function Diagnostic, was

developed. Function Diagnostic determincs mathematical expressions for the graphical

representation of selected piecewise linear and polynomial function. An experiment was

performed in which subjects used Function Diagnostic to solve problems. Each problem

was associated with one of three levels ofdifficulty: easy, moderate, and hard The subject

population consisted of 36 undergraduate engineering students.

Two subjective measures were recorded: (I) user conüdence in solutions reached by

Function Diagnostic and (2) user perception of problem difüculty. Objective measures

associated witl·t user errors and problem solving sldlls were also recorded.



Expert system usability measures are derived from the human·advisor interaction

met1·ics, and these measures are incorporated into a usability function. The usability

function is a linear combination of (I) subjective measures and (2) the usability measures

derived from the human·advisor interaction metrics. The funcdon can be used to prcdict

how a usability score will be changed when function variables are pemirbed.
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INTRODUCVION

The recent advent of expert system technology has introduced a number of final-

product expert systems into various workplace environments. An expert system is a

computer program that makes inferences based on expen knowledge (Brachman, Amarel,

Engelman, Engelmore, Feigenbaum, and Wilkins, 1983; Michaelsen, Michie, and

Boulanger, 1985; Waterman and Hayes-Roth, 1983), Expert systems solve problems

typically reserved for human specialists or domain experts. A domain expert is an

individual who, through education, years uf training, and experience, has become

extremely proficient at solving problems associated with a particular subject matter. Some

classic examples are MYCIN(Short1if“fe, 1976), a tool used to diagnose and ¤·eat infeetious

blood diseases; the joint effort of Texas Instruments‘ Industrial Systems Division and the

Campbell Soup Company in the diagnosis of malfunctions that occur in canned food

product sterilizers, typically referred to as "cookers" (Herrod and Smith, 1976); and the

XCON (originally R1) system developed by John McDermott and his colleagues at

Carnegie-Mellon University (McDermott, 1981). XCON was developed under contract

with the Digital Equipment Corporation and aids in the configuration of VAX computer

systems.

Expert Sysrem Charactertrrics

Expen systems have the following char-acteristics that distinguish them from more

traditional algotithmic computer programs.

(1) An expen system represents the knowledge of a domain expert.

(2) An expert system provides advice through a well—detined knowledge base. It applies

l
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expert rules in an efficient manner in order to reach acceptable reoommendadons.

(3) An expert system reasons on the basis of symbolic manipulation. It "knows" a fact

because there is symbolic represcntation or a predicate calculus that deiincs objects and

the relationships among objects.

(4) An expert system allows uncertainty in its knowledge base. Heuristics or rules of

thumb become important. For example, often the problems that must be solved by a

domain expert arc unsouctured and ill·detinod; they may be special cases ofa standard

problem. When there are no fortual niles by which to handle this type of problem, an

expert relies on hcutistics or intuition to provide insight into solving the problem.

Heuristics are incorporated in the expert system knowledge base. An expert system

also allows a user to be unccrtain and is designed to handle an incomplete set of user

inputs. Often a user does not know the answer to a query initiated by the system.

(5) An expert system provides justificadon or an explanarion for the line of rcasoning that

leads to a conclusion.

Expert System Evaluation

Expert system development naturally leads to expert system evaluation, where the

capabilities of an expert system are examined and tested. Expert system evaluation

provides the level of success associated with a system. Expert system success is typically

viewed from an implementation perspective. Systems are considered successful if they (1)

are used, (2) provide accuratc problem solutions, and (3) reduce the dmc and cffon spent in

obtaining the solutions. Success is achieved as a working knowledge base becomes

available. Once a large body of domain knowledge is incorporated into a knowledge base,

the input of a domain expert is eliminated.
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Expert system success also depends on how well the technology is accepted into the

workplace as an actual problem solving tool. In other words, expert system success is a

function of an end user‘s receptiveness to the technology, A user may be receptive to an

expert system if he considers it to be usable. Thus, expen system success depends not

only on the implementation of domain knowledge but also on usability. Berry and

Broadbent (1987) acknowledge that the disparity between the many expert systems

successfully implemented in a laboratory environment and the smaller number routinely

used in the field is the result of a failure to recognize the needs of end users. They suggest

that in the labotatory, expert systems tend to be used by people who "love them and are

tolerant of their idiosyncrasies." 'l'heir belief is that expert systems will be accepted and

used in the field when they are easy to use and are applicable to standard problems faced in

the field.

Evaluation based on implementation. When expert system effectiveness is viewed

from the implementation perspective, a detailed examination of the code, the architecture of

the knowledge base, and the efüciency of the conuol strategy is considered. Kaisler

(1986) suggests a set of metrics for the formal evaluation of expert systems from the

implementation perspective. His metrics are a means of evaluating the performance and

utility of an expert system. Kaisler recommends that these metrics be used to "measure

progress in the evolution ofan expert system application in tertns of its ability to solve

problems (although this usage is domain-dependent)." They may also "determine whether

the system is too big or too small, too fast or too slow, is usable but not useful, etc."

(Kaisler, 1986).

One shortcoming in Kaisler‘s research is that he offers no procedure for actual

measurement. The two types of metrics Kaisler associates with an expert system are
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application metrics and technology metrics. Application merrics are specific to a domain.

Their values are dependent on the nature and extent of the domain as represented by a

knowledge base as well as the behavior the system must exhibit. Technology metrics focus

on the efficiency artd implementation of the expert system software.

Application metrics focus on the size and execution of the knowledge base.

Knowledge base size metrics are used to indicate the magnitude of the expert system

development effort. Kaisler considers only rule~based systems and suggests meuics

associated with rules such as rule volume. In a rule~based system all domain knowledge is

represented in temis of rules of the following format: IF H THEN C. H represents a

set of hypotheses or conditions; C represents a set of consequems. All conditions of H

must be true in order for C to be a valid consequent. The abrultuc rule volume is the total

number of nrles required for implementation of the knowledge base. In systems where

rules are grouped according to rule sets (groups of rules that cover specific topics within

the domain), the relative volume may be computed by counting the number of rule sets and

the number of rules per rule set. The number of hypotheses and consequents in a rule

measures the amount of knowledge in a rule. A nrle with more hypotheses is less likcly to

be selected for execution because it is more specialized. Metrics suggested for the rule

base are the average numbers of hypotheses and consequents for all nrles, the maximum

number of hypotheses and consequents for any one rule, and the distribution of rules

(histogram) with respect to the number of hypotheses and consequents associated with each

rtrle.

Technology metrics deal with the execution of the expert system software, the speed at

which the expert system software evaluates knowledge within the system. Execution

metrics reflect programming quality and the amount of knowledge incorporated into the
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expert system When data are entered into the system, a number of mles are executed, and

these mles cause other mles to be executed. Equilibrium is the length of time required for

the system to achieve a stable state, the point at which no additional mles are executed.

One equilibrium metric is the number of mles executed to equilibrium. A second metric,

the time to reach equilibrium, is relevartt in real—time systems, where the time to reach

equilibrium must be less than t.he time berween new events entering t.he system. A number

of expert systems operate on a cyclic basis. They consider the entire set of mles, select

some of these mles, and execute one or a few. This iterative behavior continues until

termination criteria specified by the mles are met or the available data are exhausted.

Mecrics intended to capture the cyclic nature ofdeterrnining a final expert system conciusion

are the number of mles considered per cycle, the number of rules selected per cycle, the

number of rules executed per cycle, or the number of cycles required to solve a problem.

Table 1 summarizes application and technology meuics.

In order for improvements to be applied ro current expert system technology, effective

expert system evaluation is necessary, Evaluation effectiveness is a function of the rigor

associated with evaluation procedures. Gaschnig, Klaltr, Pople, Shortliffe, and Terry

(1983) mairrtain that effective evaluation requires examination of the following five aspects

of an expen system:

1. quality associated with system advice and decision

2. correctness of expert system reasorting

3. quality of human—computer interaction

4. system efüciency

5. cost effectciveness.

They suggest that the evaluation process should be continuous, beginning at the design and
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TABLE 1

Application and Technology Metrics

APPLICATION METRICS

I, KNOWLEDGE BASE SIZE

(1) Absolute Rule Volume:

total number of rules required for implementation ot' knowledge base

(2) Reladve Rule Volume:

total number of rule sets

total number of niles per mle set

Il, RUIJE BASE KNOWLEDGE

average number of hypotheses, consequents

maximum number ofhypotheses, consequents

minimum number of hypotheses, consequents

nrle distribution

TECHNOLOGY METRICS

l. EXECUTION METRICS OF EQUILIBRIUM

number ofmles executed to equilibrium

time to reach equilibrium

ll, EXECUTION METRICS OF CYCLING

number of rules considered percycle

number of rules selected per cycle

number of rules executed per cycle

numberofcycles required to solve a problem
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feasibility stage, eontinuing with the early prototypes, and tenninating with the end

product. Typical evaluation procedures compare the expert system's operation to some

standard. 'The standard is a generally accepted correct answer with which the results of the

expert system are compared. ln many cases the standard is dictated by the domain experte

Using a human as a standard does present difliculüesz human experts are subject to making

errors. Gaschnig et al. (1983) suggest that evaluations of human expenise, that is,

evaluations of human expert decisions, should be a pan of the evaluation process.

Measures of human expertise are difficult to define, however, and typically human

expenise is evaluated with respect to less stringent measures: level of training

recommendations, years of experience in the domain, number of publications, etc, lf,

through evaluation of the expen system, it is found that the advice is comparable to the

established standard, the expen system would be a viable altemative to problem solving if

the standard is less convenient, more dangerous, more expensive, etc. Static evaluations

compare the system's knowledge base to tltat of the expert. Consistency and completeness

are compared. Dynamic evaluations compare the system's line of reasoning and its

conclusiotts based on a given case with those of an expert.

Gaschnig et al. (1983) suggest one means to evaluate expert system aspect one (quality

associated with system advice and decision) and aspect two (correctness of expert system

reasoning) is with the comparison approach. They also suggest sensitivity analysis, where

a system's responses to slight changes are studied. Different features of the expen system

can be studied via this method: changes in the knowledge base (what pieces of information

are incorporated), and input data supplied by the user. System efficiency is evaluated with

respect to the decision-making capabilities of the system. A typical measure is system

response time required to provide a conclusion. Note that this kind of metric is similar to
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Kaisler's (1986) execrrtion metrics within the category of technology me¤·ics.

Evaluation based on the end user. This discussion has considered the evaluation of

expert system software, that is, the actual implementation of a knowledge base; however,

expert systems must also be viewed from the second factor influencing expert system

success: the user. Expert system success is dependent upon how the user communicates

with the system; therefore, human-machine interface issues play an important role in

determining expert system success. Another way to evaluate expert system effectiveness is

to examine its interface-how well it facilitates user communication with the expert system

Gaschnig et al. (1983) suggest that the effectiveness of an interface may also be

examined via sensitivity analysis--which facilities are necessary for user acceptance of the

expert system consultant. Experiments that compare two versions of the system, one with

a different version of the facility, offer one approach. Note tltat identical results from two

parallel studies tend to suggest that the facility may nor be cnrcial to system perfomrance.

Berry and Broadbent (1987) suggest that expert system success is ultimately

determined by end users, Success is established if consultations involve users other than

the actual developers. They recommend that end users participate in the evaluation process.

"Evaluations by users help to detemrine the utility of a system, that is, whether it produces

useful results, the extent of its capabilities, its ease of interaction, the intelligibility and

credibility of its results, its efüciency, speed, and reliability" (Berry and Broadbent,l987).

The irnponant question to be addressed is, "Will the system be used as a matter of routine'?"

lfthe answer if affrrmative, the system is successful.

The man-machine interface (MMI) group at l~lewlett·Packard's lnfomration Systenrs

Laboratory in Bristol, England exarnined methods for the evaluation of expen systems,

The group recommended an observation of large samples of users and contends that to
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"simply look at six users and record their protocols" (Ben·y and Broadbent, 1987) is not an

adequate evaluation procedure. Such a small sample is unlikely to provide an accurate

representaüon of the actual population. A further problem conceming evaluation is an

inability to transfer various methodologies across expert systems. Often, evaluation

techniques are unique to particular domain systems.

Researchers associated with the Heriot-Watt/Sumhclyde MMI group recognize that a

major objective in any evaluation process is the improvernent of interactive system design

(Berry and Broadbent, 1987). 'lhey recognize two dimensions of evaluation: mathematical

evaluation of the actual design followed by empirical obscrvation of the design

implementation.

Human Factor.: Area: ofOpportunity in Expert System.:

An expert system developer (knowledge engineer) collects and formulates information

relevant to a panicular subject domain. To the knowledge engineer, infomiation is a

combination of theoretical knowledge, intuirion, and heuristics acquired by a domain expert

through professional experience. The expert determines the degree of infortnation

relevance which, in tum, speciües how the domain knowledge is to be incorporated into

the knowledge base. The expert interprets the importance of any piece of domain

infomtation, and the knowledge engineer, appealing to expert judgment, decides whether to

incorporate that information into the knowledge base. ln the course of developing an

expert system, the knowledge engineer maintains three relationships: (1) engineer·domain

expert relationship, (2) engineer-expert system software relationship, and (3) engineer-end

user relationship (Egure 1).

Relationship (1) links the knowledge engineer and the dotnain expene Of imponance
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within this relationship is the engineer‘s acquisirion of relevant knowledge such that an

accurate, meaningful knowledge base is designed. Some of the questions that are

answered when addressing accumcy and meaningfulness are provided below:

l. How is information extracted from the domain expert?

2. What percemage of the extracted information is actually incorporated into the

knowledge base'?

3. How much information is required to establish a comprehensive knowledge base?

4. Do upper and lower bounds for an optimal amount of information exist'!

Relationship (2) defines the expen system sofrware—engineer link, Positive and

negative programming features become important issues to the knowledge engineer.

Programming features may include the following:

l. type of inferencc engine

2. mechanism for entering a knowledge base (ntle fomiat, fault tree, decision table)

3. external software interface (howftfgraphics or data bases are incorporated into the

knowledge base)

4. efficient, Iogical control of the inferencc engine

5. documentation.

Relationship (3) links the knowledge engineer and an expert system end user. The

important opponunities for human factors input exist at relationships (2) and (3).

Opponunities exist at relationship (1) also, but from a human factors perspective, they are

less critical.

Within the context of this research, relationship (3) is the important location for human

factors input, where expert system success is measured through user acceptance. In terms

of the usefulness associated with an expert system tool, any aids the knowledge engineer
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incorporates into the system are important: help facilities, graphics, unambiguous

temtinology, orcapabilides facilitacing user dialogue with the expert system.

Usability and Expert System Success

Gould and Lewis (1985) believe that "any system designed for people to use should be

easy to leam (and remember), useful, that is, contain functions people really need in their

work, and be easy and pleasant to use" (p. 300), To ensure usability, they suggest three

design principles. These principles are an early focus on tasks, empirical measurement,

and iterative design. An early focus on tasks involves defining users, studying the nature

of work to be accomplished, and establishing cognitive, behaviorrtl, anthropomeuic, and

attitudinal characteristics of users. Through empirical measurement, perfomrance and

reactions are obsetved, recorded, and analyzed via simulations and prototypes. lterative

design eliminates problems found during testing. The traditional design cycle suggested by

Gould and Lewis (1985) to increase usability is (1) design, (2) test, (3) measure, (4)

redesign.

Because expcn system success is panially depcndent upon user acccptance, human-

machine interface issues play a strong role in detemtining success. Three such interface

issues are important: knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, and design of a

communications interface (Kidd and Cooper, 1985), Knowledge acquisition, perfomied

primarily by a knowledge engineer, is typically regarded as complicated and time-

consuming (Barr and Feigenbaum, 1982). Difficulties lie in the extraction of expert

knowledge: how much to extract, what to extract, what knowledge is relevant to the

problem Data obtained through knowledge acquisition are primarily domain specific, and

often a knowledge engineer is unfamiliar with the domain.
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Knowledge representation requires an accurate interpretation of domain variables. A

knowledge engineer must have a clear understanding of how variables are related. The

domain information must match the representation. Knowledge incorporated into an expen

system must correctly represent the expert's knowledge and problem solving techniques.

The communications interface enables the end user and expert system to nransfer

infomiation. An effective communications interface maxirnizes a user's ability to easily

comprehend queries and instructions and to trust recommendations. By the same token,

interface effectiveness is also viewed in terms of the features that allow a user to provide

input to the system. Two components associated with a communications interface are

dialogue features and explanation facilities. Through dialogue features, a system initiates

communication with an end user. The nature of the dialogue is dependent upon the type of

input the end user provides. Effective dialogue features match user capabilities and

backgrounds to the actual interface. Davis and Lenat (1982) indicate that an explanation

facility, another communications interface element, has two functions: to make the system

more usable and to aid in debugging (uncover shortcomings in the knowledge base or

incorrcct conclusions). An expert system is valuclcss if its communication capabilities are

ineffective.

When expert system success is considered to be a function of expert system

implementation, the two issues of knowledge acquisition and knowledge representation are

closely related to success. The third issue, however, the communications interface

elements, define expert system success with respect to the user or usability. Following

this logic, within the context of this research expert system success is defined as user

acceptance of an end-product system. End user response determines the level of expen

system success. Usability is therefore necessary but not sufficient for expert system
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success. Typically, human performance measures with respect to expert system

consultation quantify usability of the humanexpert system interface.



I·IUMAN·ADVISOR INTERACTION MODEL OVERVIEW

Usability of an expert system is dependent upon the relationship between a human user

and the expert system interface. The interface is defined as any combination ofequipment

with which the user and expert system communicate. Some components of the interface

n·tight be (1) the input device, such as a keyboard, joystick, mouse, or any combination of

input devices; (2) the display hardwa.re on which users view expert system graphics and

text; and (3) the actual expert system text and graphics appearing on display hardware. In

the third category of interface, expert system text frequently appears in the form ofqueries.

Queries are the means by which the system prompts a user for information from which

inferences arc made, Help files may appear as text: detinitions of domain-specific

terminology or additional insuucdons. Graphics may appear as diagrams, illustrations,

graphs, or charts. Typically, tl·re domain dictates what graphics format is necessary.

Within the context of this research, the interface is the text and graphics that appear on the

display hardware. This type of interface is known as an advisor. The advisor is the

interface made available by the knowledge engineer during the expert system development

phase (Figure I: Relationship 3). Interaction between the end user and the advisor occurs

through the interface, the information displayed to the user.

Research Objectives

The fundamental objective of this research is to quantify usability. User receptiveness

to expert system technology depends upon the ease with which the user adapts to the

technology and incorporates it as a work tool. In other words, user recepciveness depends

upon usability. Usability is related to the expert system interface and the interaction that

15
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occurs between the user and the system

This work focuses on human-expert system interaction and offers a model describing

this interaction. The model enables an analysis of human—expert system interaction.

Through analysis of this interaction, usability is quantified. Four research objectives are

addressed in this research.

1. Provide a model that accutately describes human-advisor interaetion.

2. Use an operational expert system to experimentally genetate data and test the

intetaction model in an uncontrived problem-solving environment.

3. Defme appropriate human-advisor intetaction metrics. Appropriate mctrics are those

derived from the intetaction model; they record user actions.

4. Quanuify usability with the human-advisot interaction mettics.

Carroll and McKendree (1986) believe that by monitoring actual user behavior,

researchers are prepared to understand t.he user skills required for successful operation of

an expert system. Much research has examined user errors. For example, Coombs and

Alty (1984) designed a user model for a Prolog environment. The user model consisted of

prototypical error püllcms. (A user model represents behavior pattcms typically associated

with a class of user——novice user or expen user.) When actual users generated pattcms of

behavior that matched a stored prototype error, appropriate corrective advice was

generated.

Carroll and McKendree (1986) refer to work perfomied with knowledge "bugs,"

systemadc departures of a user model from an ideal model of user behavior (Brown,

Burton, and deKleer, 1982; Burton, 1982; Burton and Brown, 1982). A bug is defined to

be the smallest modification of a correct procedure that would make it an error (Burton,

1982). Carroll and McKendree (1986) state that current research on behavior analysis
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remains inconclusive. More than tive years worth ofdevelopment work on bug diagnoses

for the domain of simple arithmetic managed to analyze only one-third of actual leamer

enors. No systematic theory of bugs or of error prototypes yet exists.

Human-AdvLror Interaction: State Traminbn Model

Let humart·adtdsor interaction be chamcterized by a set of interface components. 'Hiese

components are either system-initiated or user—iniriated. System—initiated components are

system recommendations, final conclusions, or queries to the user. Given a query, the

user must provide the system with information. User-initiated components are those

resulting from a user request: help requests, requests for graphics, requests for justitication

of ti line of reasoning. As a user consults the advisor for the purpose of obtaining a

problem solution, he views various interface components. ln effect, a user progresses

from an initialimtion point to a temiination point. An inforrnal description of an interface

component is any new screen of text or graphics the user views. During interaction with

the advisor, the user moves to or visits various system interface components,

bet a consultation session be defined as the process in which a sequence of user

activities is performed. The sequence is intended to lead to the solution of a problem, and

the activities are individual problem-solving steps. During a consultation session, the user

moves from an initialization point to a temiination point. Due to the nature of any

consultation, the termination point often occurs after final recommendations are made;

however, terminarion of a consultation session does not always occur subsequent to final

recommendations.

lt is proposed that a human-advisor consulration session be described as a "state
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¤·ansition" model, where a state is an interface component. States are visited as a result of

user-expert system interaction. Typical interactions may require input from a user

(response to a query or request for help) or action on the part of the expert system (final

recommendations). lnformally, a state is considered to be each new screen appearing

during the consultation session. Thus, examples of states are queries made by the expert

system, help facilities incorporated into the expert system, graphics, or recommendations.

Transitions represent progression from one state to a subsequent state.

State-to-state transitions are based on the context ofa particular problem domain. Each

consultation session generates a different sequence of state·to-state trartsitions. The order

in which states are visited varies from one consultation session to the next. Additionally

the number of times a particular state is visited may vary from one consultation session to

the next. Characteristics ofa consultation session follow.

1. Each consultation session generates a different sequence ofstate~to-state transitions;

this sequence is a sample path.

2. ’l'he order in which states are visited varies across consultation sessions.

3. Die number of times a particular state is visited typically varies across consultation

sessions.

4. The expert system is designed such that fixed sequences of state-tostate transitions

do not occur during routine problem solving exercises.

The state transition model is appropriate because it is very systematic and records user

behaviors and actions that occur during any consultation session. It also provides a new

methodology for examining usability issues associated with human-advisor interaction.

’I'he model enables mathematical analysis of human-advisor intemction. With a formal

model, human factors engineers can interpret user-advisor interacdon. How the interface
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influences user action is of major importance in quantifying usability ofa particular expert

system. The state transition model is a fomial representation of how an expert system is

acnially being used. Sample path information provided by the model becomes objective

data Sample path data add dimension to subjective data typically collected during usability

experiments.

Subjective data are important are incomplete measures of usability. ’l'hey may be

insensirive to actual user behavior. A user may conclude that a particular interface was easy

to use or understand, while careful analysis of his actions reveals that the interface misleads

the user or encourages mistakes. This research hypothesizes that usability is a function of

user opinion (subjective data) and user action (objective data). The state transition model

offers an approach for efficiently summarizing user actions. Sample path data are

important because they are a concise package containing infonnation on how an individual

uses an expert system Sample paths provide a record of human actions.

State Space Reprerentatian ofu Function Diugnosticr Expert System

The second objective of this research is to use the state transition model in actual

consultation sessions. In other words, the model must be implemented on an operational

expen system and its presumed utility tested in an uncontrived ptoblem·solving

environment This research exarnines diagnostic—rype expen systems because they are

common in indusaial settings (automobile diagnostics, semiconductor fabrication, failure

diagnostics in electronic circuit boards) and in the literature (Merritt, 1987). ln addition,

most expert system researchers are familiar with diagnostic-type expen systems.

Two problems are associated with conducting research of this type; both are acnially

related to the problems of futding a suitable domain. Because this research focuses on an
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accurate model of human—advisor interaction, one requirement is to provide as uncomiived

a setting as possible. 'I‘he user should feel as if he is in an actual problem-solving

environment. One problem is that diagnostic systems are very specialized, and they

provide a difficult environment in which to realisdcally si.mulate an actual problem-solving

scenario. The second problem concems the subject population to be used in the

experimental procedure, since the domain must be familiar to the subjects.

In order to meet research objectives and solve these two problems, it was decided to

design and develop a mathematical function diagnostics expert system, Function

Diagnostic. 'Rtis expert system is designed to detemtine mathematical expressions for

graphical representations of various piecewise linear and polynomial functions. The

function diagnostics domain is suitable for the subject population: subjects are required to

know fundamental concepts of calculus. In addition, an uncontrived problem-solving

scenario is readily simulated

Function Diagnostic is implemented on an expert system shell. An expert system shell

is an expert system development tool. It offers a high-level programming environment and

provides a template on which a knowledge base is easily entered. Expert system shells

require knowledge to be represented in a particular format. Knowledge may be represented

via a rule base, a decision tree, or examples. The knowledge engineer fonnulates the

knowledge and provides any required rule execution conuol strategies. Function

Diagnostic was implemented on expert system shell software developed for the Apple

Macintosh personal computer. The rule-based shell software employed in this research is

Nexpert from Neuron Data. Macintosh software was selected because of the good gaphics

capabilities offered by the Macintosh environment. The domain of this particular
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application demands quality graphics capabilities because of the many function graphs

viewed by individuals using the expert system. In addition, Nexpert provided a rapid

prototyping capability, allowing implementation of smaller subsets of the knowledge base.

Function Diagnostic recognizes selected piecewise linear functions in addition to

selected second-, third-, and fourth-order polynomial functions. Its knowledge base

consists of 116 rules. The ptinciple used in diagnosing a particular type of function is

analogous to pattem matching. The expert system maintains a data base of characteristics

associated with the selected piecewise linear and polynomial functions. Example

characteristics for polynomial functions are (1) the number of relative rnaxima or minima,

(2) the locations of inflection points, and (3) the locations of relative maxima and minima.

Example characteristics for piecewise linear functions are (1) whetherjump discontinuities

exist, (2) the sign of the first derivative, and (3) the points at which the first derivative is

nonexistent.

The user, by responding to various Function Diagnostic queries, provides the expert

system with a set of characteristics for a particular function graph. The set of

characteristics is input data, and the expert system compares the input data with its data

base information. As a match between characteristics ofa function graph and the data base

is reoognized, Function Diagnostic provides a mathematical expression.

Function Dtognosric State Space

The state set associated with any expert system advisor, referred to as the state space, is

not necessarily the same for all advisors. An advisor and it.s associated domain define the

state space. The interface of Function Diagnostic is described in temis of 12 states. The

states, along with their descripüons, follow.
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l. lnitialization. The state in which a consultation session begins. Basic Function

Diagnostic objectives and preliminary instructions are provided.

2. Function Stnrcture Query. This state queries a user on the underlying features of a

function's structure: whether the function is continuous or piecewise linear, if it is constant

over an interval, whether it contains any nortdifferentiable points.

3. Location Query. The state which queries a user on key function graph locations: the

position of a relative maximum or minimum or where the ftrst derivative is nonexistent.

For a function f(x), the location query is detemrining an x value.

4. Test Function Characteristics. The state in which a user provides additional

infomration on more specialimd features of a function graph: the sign of the first derivative,

the number of relative maxima or minima, the quantity of inflection points. At this point

Function Diagnostic knows if the function is piecewise linear or polynomial.

5. Value Query. The state in which a user provides a value: a peak value, the average

value ofa function, the period ofa function, the value of a y-intercept. For a function f(x),

any query requesting a value for peak amplitude or y-intercept is establishing a function

value for a given x.

6. Help Request. This state provides a user with the interpretation of a query.

Definitions of fundamental calculus terminology are also provided. This state is user-

initiated from any of the query states or from any state in which a user provides input to the

expen system. Upon exiting the help state, the user retums to the state from which he

requested help.

7. Why Request. 'l'his state explains and justifies a line of reasoning. lt is user—initiated

from any of the query states or from any state in which a user provides input to the expert

system When the user initiates a why request, he questions Function Diagnostic why it
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must know the answer to a particular question, or why it requires a particular type of input

infonnation. By requesting why infomtation, the user sees which mies and conditions

have been satisfied and which conclusions have been reached. Upon exiting the why state,

the user retums to dte state from which he requested the why informadon.

8. Test for a Match. From this state a user views graphics or textual description with

which to compare a given function graph. The graphics and rextual descriptions belong to

Function Diagnostic's data base, and each graphical and textual description has a number

uniquely identifying it.

9, Match Query. The state in which a user indicates whether Function Diagnostic has

provided graphics matching the function graph for which he is seeking a matltematical

expression. If the user indicates that Function Diagnostic has provided matching graphics

ordescripdve text from its data base, he is asked to enter the identifying number.

10. Explanations. The state which provides additional infomtation on technical aspects

of a particular function, such as a detailed definition or description ofa concept This state

is system-initiated; the user does not control visits to this state, Visits to this state depend

on user responses. At times the explanation state indicates that a user has responded

ineorrectly and allows the user to modify input. This particular state enables the user to

recover from errors.

ll. Conclusion. This state provides a user with a matltematical expression for a given

function graph.

12. End of Session. This state is the temtination state. It signals that the consultation

session has ended, and no further comments or conclusions can be made by Function

Diagnostic.
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A few examples of these states are provided in Figures 2 through 9. These examples

are actual screen dumps from Function Diagnostic.

Jusriücation ofthe State Transinon Model

The state transition model offers a new measure ofhuman-advisor interaction. Sample

path data provide a concise record of human performance: what actions a user perforrns

during any consultation session, what states the user visits, and how frequently the user

visits various states. A record of how the user interacts with Function Diagnostic is readily

available.

An important measure offered by the sample path data is the average number of visits a

user makes to any state. Some example measures are (l) the average number of visits the

user makes to Help Request, (2) the average number of visits the user makes to

Explanations, or (3) the average number of visits to Conclusion. The number of visits to

Help Request specities how often the user requires aid in interpreting a query. The

frequency ofvisits to Explanations indicates how often the user makes errors that require

Function Diagnostic to initiate additional assistance. Frequency of visits to Conclusion

indicates how often Function Diagnostic provides a mathematical expression. These

measures should permit expert system developers to better understand the detemtinants

underlying more global objective and subjective measures of usability.

Markov Model ofa Corarultation Session

The nature of the state space is such that states are identified with user activities.

Suppose t.hat the state a user visits depends only upon the state he is currently visiting. For

example, the user is currently in state 5, Value Query, and requests a clarification of this
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for your participation in this expert system study,

During each session you will be using an expert system to help
you determine mathematical expressions for graphical

representations of various functions, The expert system will
guide you to a mathematical expression based on your answers

to a series of system-initiated questions,

TO EXIT AND BEGIN A CONSULTATION:

Click the mouse, and then click on the "close" button that appears
in the pop—up window. '

Figure 2. Stau: l: inidzlimdon.
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7Figure3. State 2: function sxrucrure query.
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QuestionWhat

is the value
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[I npmpos N
Explanatioo Facilities:
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None of the above

Figure 4. State 3: location query.
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QuestlonWhat

is the value ol:

average.value

Tv .·¤· v;~1u-T E- NOTKNOIUN

Explauatioh Facilities: IUHV

7Figure6. State 5: value query.
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FURTHER INFORMATION ON INFLECTION POINTS:

Definition. Assume that the graph of a function 1 has a tangent at

the point P: (c,f(c)). Then P: (c,f(c)) Is a point of lnflectlon of 1

if there exists an open interval (a,b) containing c such that the graph

of 1 is concave upward·on (e,c) and concave downward on (c,b) or

vice versa.

TO CONTINUE:

Cllck the mouse once, and then click on the

'close‘ button that appears In the pop-up window.

Figure 7. State 10: explanadons.
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The mathematical expression for the function is as

follows:

ro:) = ¤" + l.2x3 - 5.4x2

T0 CONTINUE:

Click the mouse, and then click on the "close" button that

appears in the pop-up window,

Figure 8. Sure 11: conclusion.
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END DF SESSIDN.

Figure 9. State I2: end of session.
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query by visiting Help Request. The effective one-step transition is from state 5 to state 6.

Note that the user visits state 6 because of the information, or more likely the lack of

information, given in state 5, not on information provided previously in visits to other

states. This type of state-tostate rsransition suggests that the first-order Markov propeny

may be a reasonable approximation ofhuman—advisor interaction (Cinlar, 1975; Hillier and

Lieberman, 1986; Hunter, 1983).

Markov models are not uncommon in human factors research. Literature in

mathematical leaming theory, for example, addresses Markovian modeling of human

learning processes (Atkinson and Suppes, 1958, 1959; Bush and Mosteller, 1955; Esres,

1950, 1959a, 1959b; Estes and Burke, 1953; Kemeny and Snell, 1957).

During any consultation session, a random user solving a random problem navigates

through the expert system and visits various states within the state space. Thus, a

consultation session is represented as a sequence of states, the order of which varies from

session to session. bet a random variable Xn be defmed, where

Xn = the value of the state visited after rr transitions.

In Function Diagnostic,

X„=j, forn=0,1,2,...

wherej is an element of the set (1, 2,3, 10,1 L 12) deüning the finite state space. For

example X5 = 11 represenrs the condition that after tive transitions, the user obtains a

conclusion (mathematical expression for a function graph) from the expert system.

'Ihe sequence of states representing a consultation session is a sample path. A

corrvenient representation of the human-advisor interaction model is a state transition

diagram (Figure 10). The state tiansition diagram ofFigure 10 illus¤·ates all possible one-
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step transitions for the advisor of Function Diagnostic. Three possible sample paths are

listed below:

1. (124464 11 121212...)

2. (1224373411 121212..-)

3.11257511 121212 ...),

In the third sample path, X°= 1, X,= 2, Xz=5, X’=7, X)=5, X,= 11,

X‘= 12, and as n
—»•—·,

X,= 12. By convention, once the user enters the End of

Session state, he never exits.

Supposc t.hat each sample path (a user‘s interacüon with the advisor of Function

Diagnostic) is govemed by a Markov chain. Here the state occupied by the user following

¤·ansition n is a random variable. The collection X = {X„:n = 0,1,2,...} is a Markov

chain.

Formally, the first-order Markovian property is stated as a conditional probability,

where

P[X_‘, =jlX„ = i„,X‘ = i,,...,XH =
in_\,X„

= i,] = P[XM=j1X„ =i„].

The first order Markov property irnplies path—independence, and the conditional probabiliry

=j|X

_

= in] is the one-step transition probability.

For further analysis of such a system, detemrination of one—step uansition probabilities

is necessary. 'I‘he set of all transition probabilities from state i to state j, where i and j are

elements of the state space, form a state transition matrix P. Each entry p(i,j) states the

probabiliry of moving from stare i to statej in a single step, where

r><i.D =PlX..„ =ilX.= il~

All entries of P are nonnegative, and the entries in any row sum to unity. Ma¤·ix P is a

Markov matrix over the state space E. The following definition is a fomtalization.
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Definition: Let P be a square matrix of enuies p(i,j) defined for all i,j elements of E.

Then P is a Markov manix over E provided that

(i) for any i,j in E, p(i,j) 2 0, and

(ii) foreach state i in E, 2p(i,j)=1.

'I‘he state transition diagram of Figure 10 points to some special properties of this

particular system. Only one visit to state 1 is made during any consultation. A user is

initially in state 1, and once he exits state 1, never retums, A user, upon making one visit

to state 12, never exits. States 1 through ll are transient states, and state 12 is an

absorbing state. Formally, a transient statej is defined such that

P[ Nj < ¤¤] = 1,

where Nj is the number of visies made to state j. A nansient statej is one such that a ünite

number ofvisits is made to it, where

P[X, =j intinitely often (i.o.)] = 0.

An absorbing state j is defined in temis of a one-step transition probability, where the

following definition holdsz

PlX.,. =1¤x. =1l = L

For the advisor of Function Diagnostic, the transient states 1 through ll and the absorbing

state 12 are described in the following tenns:

P[Nj<¤¤]=1 rorj=l.z3,...,11

P[X,=ji.o.]=0 r¤rj=Lz;...,ll

P[X__, = 12lX, = 12] = 1.

The importance of the Markovian structure of single step transitions will be described

more fully later; however, a comment at this point is appropriate. It is suggested that single
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step transixion probabilities serve as flags to expert system designets, where unusually high

or low mmsition probabilities to a particular state may serve as indicators of potential

interface problems.



B<PERlM'ENTAL METHODOLOGY

The primary research objective is to quantify expert system usability, and the

assumption is that usability is a function of both subjective and objective data User errors

and the percentage of problems solved correctly are used as objective measures of user

performance. Sample paths provide additional objective data: the average number ofvisits

made to any state. The sample path data also offer a means to determine whether the state

tsransition model is reasonably approximated by a Markov chain. Two types of user ratings

provide subjective data. One rating speciües user conüdence in a given conclusion; the

second rating indicates the difficulty level associated with a problem solved with Function

Diagnostic. User performance measures, t.l1e average numbers ofvisits made to particular

states, and the two subjective ratings are used to indirectly and directly quantify expen

system usability.

Linear regression models are used to indirectly quantify usability. Criterion variables

are the subjective ratings of user confidence and problem difüculty and the objective

measures of user performance. Predictor variables are the average numbers of visits to

states 6, 8, 10 and ll. Expert system usability is directly quantiüed via a usability

function. This usability function is a linear combination of user confidence and problem

difliculty ratings, in addition to four “usability variables". Three usability variables are

derived from sample path data. A founh variable is a measure of user perfonnance: the

percentage of problems solved correctly. The usability function is used to provide an

expert system usability score.

38
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Function Duzgnomk: and Sample Problem Set

Function Diagnostic was implemented on the expert system shell, Nexpert. Its

knowledge base consists of 116 nrles. The Function Diagnostic software was run on an

Apple Macintosh Plus personal computer with a 20-megabyte hard disk drive. The expert

system was designed to recognize selected piecewise linear functions in addition to selected

second-, third-, and fourth-order polynomial functions. Function Diagnostic maintained a

data base of characteristics associated with each of the selected piecewise linear and

polynomial functions. A user, by responding to various Function Diagnostic queries,

provided the expert system with a set of characteristics associated with the graphical

representation of a particular function, 'I‘he set of characteristics was regarded as input

data, and the expert system compared this input data with its data base information. When

a match between function graph characteristics and the data base was recognized, Function

Diagnostic provided a mathematical expression.

A total of 18 function graphs were used as experimental problems to be solved by

Function Diagnostic. Included were perioclic functions, piecewise linear functions with

and without jump discontinuities, parabolic functions, and third- and fourth-order

polynomial functions. Figures of each function graph and its associated functional

expression are provided in Appendix A.

Experimental Procedure

A total of 36 undergraduate engineering students participated as subjects. A11 subjects

were paid for their participation; participation was voluntary. Each subject attended four

experimental sessions. 'l'he initial session was dedicated to training subjects and was not
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intended for data collection. The final three sessions were dedicated to data collection.

Session I. Subjects attended Session 1 in groups of between one and four

individuals. Session 1 required approximately one hour, Subjects were instructed on

operation of Function Diagnostic and were given four function graphs, The task was to

use tlte expert system to detemtine mathematical expressions for each graph. Each subject

received a set of written insuuctions (Appendix B). In addition, each subject received

individualized instruction from the experimenter by asking questions. Subjects were

exposed to Function Diagnostic's advisor: the types of queries initiated by the system,

graphics available, and the format of final conclusions. They were instructed on how to

obtain additional information from the expert system by requesting both help and why. To

reduce the pressure subjects might feel if they were unable to respond correctly to system

queries, subjects were assured that t.hey were not being tested. They were instructed that

experimentation was for the purpose of testing the interface of an expert system, tltat

Function Diagnostic is an experimental tool, and that it is unable to interpret every

combination of input charactetistics. (It recognizes a function graph by comparing its

characteristics with those stored in a data base.) They were forewamed that when a set of

characteristics is uninterpretable, a final conelusion may not be reached. They were

informed that the system was incapable of interpreting every possible set of input

chatacteristics. Thus, there would be times when, based on the input provided, the system

would be unable to assign a mathematical expression for a given function graph. Under

these circumstances the subject would arrive at End of Session without having visited

Conclusion. Actually, Function Diagnostic, if supplied accurate input characteristics,

reaches a correct conelusion for all 18 function graphs. When aconclusion is not reached,

incorrect responses to one or more queries have been made.
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During the training session, subjects were encouiaged to ask any questions they felt

were necessary to obtain a complete understanding of the advisor, Questions were

encouraged because no additional instruction would be provided during the remaining three

experimental sessions, Subjects were free to discuss the expert system with both the

experimenter and other subjects attending the training session. The main objectives of

Session 1 were to (1) familiarize each subject with Function Diagnostic, (2) make each

subject comfortable with using Function Diagnostic as a problem-solving tool, and (3)

expose each subject to the types of function graphs for which Function Diagnostic would

detemiine mathematical expressions.

Session: 2, 3, 4. The final three experimental sessions were devoted to actual

problem-solving. Session length depended on individual user skills: between 20 and 60

minutes. Beh session was attended by a single subject. Before the beginning of problem

solving in Session 2, each subject received the set of written instructions provided during

training (Appendix B). These instructions served as a review. The subject was instructed

to use Function Diagnostic to determine and record mathematical expressions for six

funcdon gxaphs such that upon completion of the Enal three sessions, each subject would

have viewed the 18 different function graphs. No funher instruction on operation of the

expert system or interpretation of expert system queries was pmvided by the experimenter.

Subjects rclied on their own skills to arrive at mathematical expressions. During each of

the six problem-solving tasks per session, the experimenter recorded user actions in the

form of sample path data, in addition to the amount of time required for each subject to

move from lnitialization (state 1) to End ofSession (state 12).

All 36 subjects viewed the same 18 function yaphs and detemiined and recorded
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mathematical expressions for these graphs; however. the order in which each subject

received a graph did vary. A balanced 18 by 18 latin square was designed to determine the

orders of presentation (Keppel, 1982; Wagenaar, 1969; Williges, 1987; Winer, 1971).

Subjects were randomly assigned to an ordering scheme. Note that with a total of 36

subjects, there were two repetitions ofeach ordering.

In order to observe subjects under a range of usability conditions, the 18 problems

(function graphs) were categorized according to three levels ofdifticulty: easy, moderate,

hard. In other words, subjects were to find mathematical expression for six easy

problems, six moderate problems, and six hard problems. The level ofdifficulty assigned

to each problem was not communicated to the subjects. and they were unaware that the

problems had been categorized with respect to difficulty level. The level of difüculty

associated with each problem was experimenter—rated, Recall that in order for Function

Diagnosdc to assign a mathematical expression to any function graph, it compares function

characteristics provided by the user to characteristics stored in its data base. The user is

responsible for providing Function Diagnostic with accurate infomtation. Therefore,

problem difüculty was rated by the experimenter on tl1e basis of procedural difficulty

anyone might face in sufficiently characterizing the function graph. For example, in

fourth—order polynomial functions, the actual location of inflection points is difficult to

pinpoint from a graph, and this problem would typically be classified as hard. The total 18

easy, moderate, and hard problems are provided in Appendix A.

Subjecüve data were collected on each of the 18 function graph problems. At the

conclusion of each consultation session, when End of Session was visited, tlte subject was

asked to rate two items: (1) the user's confidence in the conclusion reached by Function

Diagnostic and (2) the user's perception of problem difticulty. lt is suggested that the
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conüdence rating indicates to what extent the user trusts the expert system‘s

recommendation, or lack of recommendadon, and that the difficulty rating reflects how

difficult the user Ends the process ofexamining and interprering a function graph in order

to provide accurate responses to Function Diagnostic queries. Note that this is analogous

no the experimenter-rated level ofdifficulty. Both rating scales are a seven·point scale. The

two extremes for each scale are defined as follows:

USER CONFIDENCE RAT'lNG

1: very unsure . . . 7: very confident

PERCEPTION OF DH*FlCULTY RATING:

1: very easy . . . 7: very difücult.

DataAnalysis Procedure

Dana analysis was performed in two parts. The first part detected signiücant differences

across experimentemated problem difüculty and across session number, T'he second part

examined sample path data

Par: I. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to detect signiftcant differences of

two dependent measures across the three levels of problem difliculty and with respect to the

order ofpresentation of the problems within each level of difficulty. In parallel analyses,

ANOVAs were also used to test the differences among problems within each difficulty

level, These two experimental designs, illusuated in Figure ll, use the same data and

produce the same F-ratio for the Difüculty variable but different second-variable

information (Problems or Order), These ANOVAs were used for the subjective ratings of

userconftdence and perceived problem difüculry. ANOVAs were used to detect significant
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DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Easy Modem: Hard

P|'0bl¢m* 12 3...6 7 8 9...12 13 14 15...18

Subjects: 1

2

36

(¤>

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Easy Moderate Hard

Order 123...6 789...12 13 1415...18

Subjects: 1

2

36

‘
(b)

Egure ll. Summary ofexperimental designs. (a) Effects of problems within level

of difficulty. (b) Effects oforder within level ofdiffieulty.
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differences of two perfomiance scores (the percentage of problems solved to correct

complerion and the percentage of problems for which Function Diagnostic reached no

conclusion) across the three levels of problem difüculry and the final three experimental

sessions. An ANOVA was also used to detect signiticant differences of the time required

for problem completion across experimental sessions. The nonparametric Friedman Two-

way Analysis by Ranks was used to analyze a sixth dependent measure: user errors.

Two types of performance scores were calculated for each subject: the percentage of

problems correctly solved and the percentage of problems for which Function Dizignostic

reaches no conclusion (NH = 0). Subject scores were calculated with respect to session

and difticulty level, where 6 problems were solved per session and 6 problems were

associated with each difüculty level. The performance scores are defined below:

*CORREC_l_ j =
No.ofProblems SolvedCorrectlyp¤·Scssion

X100„-„
« 6

%C0RREm_“
N =

NoolProblemsSolved Correctly per Dimculry Level
X wo

6

%N0 CONCLUSIONS
__

l =

No.of Problemspu Session fa which NoConclusiou isksind
X im

6

%NOCONCLUSlONS
M W =

No. of Problems ps Ditliculry Level fu which NoCo«•clusion is Rnched
x im

6
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A third perfomiance score, an error score, was examined. Subject errors were

classified into two categories: noncritical errors and critical errors. Noncritical errors are

incorrect responses made to one or more queries that are overlooked by Function

Diagnostic. 'l‘he expen system recovers from noncritical errors, and it concludes

consultation with a correct mathematical expression despite the user's incorrect

response(s). A critical error is one from which the system docs not recover. When the

user makes a critical error, the system does not reach a correct conclusion. Refer to

Appendix C for examples ofnoncritical and critical errors.

Par: II. Part II of data analysis examined the sample path data. The fundamental

objective of Part ll analysis was to quantify expert system usability. A total of 648 sample

paths were obtained (18 sample paths for each of 36 subjects). An inioal analysis was

performed to test the assumption that sample paths are approximately represented as first-

order Markov chains. Additional analysis of sample path data provided human-advisor

interaction meuics. ’li1ese metrics were used to indirectly and directly defme expen system

usability.

One approach for indirectly quantifying usability is linear regression analysis. Selected

criterion variables for usability were the two subjective ratings of user confidence and

user's perception of problem difliculty, the percentage of problems solved to correct

completion, where

SCORE =
No.ofProblems1§olved Correctly

X 100,

and the percentage of correctly solved problems in which noncritical errors were made
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(NCR), where

No,of Problems for which Noncridcal Errors Appear

NCR
—

No. of Problems Solved Correctly
X 100

'

Predictor variables used in these linear regression models were t.he human-advisor

inteiaction me¤·ics, the average numbers of visits made to selected states.

Pan Il data analysis also resulted in a procedure for directly quantifying expen system

usability. This procedure produced a usability function, where the function defined expert

system usability in terms of subjective and objective data.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are presented and discussed in two parts. Part I provides the results of tests of

differences across problem difüculry and order. Part II presents the sample path analyses

and explores a prornising approach for quantifying and predicting expert system usability.

Part I. Statistical Tests ofP¢rfomrance andPercepttbns

Conjidence and perception of df/iculry. User conüdence and perceived problem

difficulty were examined across experimenter-rated levels ofdifüculty with an ANOVA.

Results of the analyses for confidenoe ratings, presented in Tables 2 and 3, cont'u·m reliable

differences across problem difticulty ( p = 0.0006 ) and across problems within a level of

difficttlty ( p = 0.0001 ). No signiücant differences were found across orders.

A Newrnan-Keuls post hoc test indicate: that significant differences ( p < 0.01) in user

contidence exist between moderate and hard problems. No signiticant differences were

found between easy and moderate problems or between easy and hard problems (Figure

12). The mean contidence ratings indicate that, on average, subjects were more confident

with conclusions reached for moderate problems than they were for hard problems. The

mean ratings for easy and hard problems, 4.86 and 4.39 respectively, specify a confidence

description between moderatcly conjident (4) and rlightly confidenr (5). The mean

eonfidence rating for moderate problems, 5.03, is between the ratings slightly con/ident

(5) and qu.ite corfdent (6).

The signiücant effect of problems within difüculty level indicates that conüdence

ratings vary within levels of difüculty. To test differences in user conüdence across

problems within a difüculty level, an ANOVA was perfommed for each level of difüculty

48
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TABLE 2

ANOVA Summary Table for Confidence Ratings across Problems and Level ofDifliculry

Source df SS MS F p

Difüculty (D) 2 46.509 23.255 5.406 0.0066

Problems/Difliculty (P/D) 15 517.880 34.525 8.875 0.0001

Subjects (S) 35 580.444 16.584

S x D 70 301.507 4.302

S x P/D 525 2042.454 3.890

TOTAL 647 3488.444
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TABLE 3

ANOVA Summary Table for Confidence Ratings across Order and Level of Difticulry

Source df SS MS F p

Difüculty (D) 2 46.509 23.255 5.406 0.0066

Order/Diflicu1ty(O/D) 15 95.824 6.388 1.361 0.1617

Subjects (S) 35 580.444 16.584

S x D 70 301.507 4.302

S x O/D 525 2464.510 4.694

TOTAL 647 3488.444
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(Tables 4, 5, 6). For easy problems, one problem (problem 8) had a statistically

sigrtiücantly (Newman-Keuls p < 0.01) lower mean contidence rating than problems 3, 7,

11, and 16; however, no differences between problem 6 and 8 are evident. Also, mean

confrdence ratings for problems 3, 6, 7, 11, and 16 are statistically alike.

Within the moderate level of difficulty, problems within the following groups are

statistically alike with respect to mean conüdence rating: (1, 10, 17, 18), (14, 18), (4,

14). Differences in mean confidence ratings (Newman-Keuls p < 0.01) occur between

(1) problem 4 and problems 1, 10, 17, 18; and (2) problem 14 and problems 1, 10, 17.

Within the hard level of difficulty, problems within the following groups are

statistically alike: (9, 12, 13), [2, 5, 15), [2, 9, 13). Differences in mean confidence

ratings (Newman-Keuls p < 0,01) exist between (1) problem 5 and problems 9, 12, 13;

(2) problem 15 and problems 9, 12, 13; and (3) problems 2 and 12. Figures 13, 14, and

15 show the relationship between mean conüdence ratings for problems within each level

ofdifüculty,

Results of the analyses for user‘s perception of difficulty (problem and order effects)

are provided in Tables 7 and 8. Signiücant differences in perception of difftculty occur

across difüculty level (p= 0.0157). The tables also indicate significant effects of

problems within difficulty but no effects of order within difticulry.

A Newman—Keuls post hoc test for comparing means indicates signiticant differences in

user‘s perception of difticulty (p< 0.05) between easy and moderate problems and

between easy and hard problems. No differences in mean percepoon of difliculty radngs

exist between moderate and hard problems ( Figure 16). As one might suspect, easy

problems were rated as being the least difticult, with moderate and hard problems

considered to be the most difFtculL However, despite the three different experimenter-rated
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TABLE 4

ANOVA Summazy Table of Confidence Ratings for Easy Pmblems

Sourcz df S S MS F p

Problems (P) 5 144.745 28.949 5.416 0.0001

Subjeczs (S) 35 288.384 8.240

S x P 175 935.421 5.345

'IUTAL 215 1368.550
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TABIJE 5

ANOVA Summary Table of Conüdence Rarings for Moderaxe Problems

Source d/' SS MS F p

Problems (P) 5 190.722 38.144 12.029 0.0001

Subjects (S) 35 308.167 8.805

S x P 175 554.944 3.171

'IÜTAL 215 1053,833
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TABLE 6

ANOVA Summary Table of Conüdence Ratings for Hard Problems

Source df SS MS F p

Problems (P) 5 182.412 36.482 11.563 0.0001

Subjects (S) 35 285.051 8.144

S x P 175 552.088 3.155

TOTAL 215 1019.551
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TABLE 7

ANOVA Summary Table for Difliculty Ratings across Problems and Level ofDifF1culty

Source df S S MS F p

Difliculty (D) 2 11.966 5.983 4.412 0.0157

Problems/Difücully (P/D) I5 49.954 3.330 2.675 0.0006

Subjects (S) 35 493.475 14.099

S x D 70 94.923 1.356

S x P/D 525 653.380 1.245

TUTAL 647 1303.698
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TABLE 8

ANOVA Summary Table for Difüculty Ratings across Order and Level ofDifücu1ry

Source df SS MS F p

Difüculry (D) 2 11.966 5.983 4.412 0.0157

Order/Dif1iculry(O/D) 15 31.620 2.108 1.648 0.0579

Subjects (S) 35 493.475 14.099

S x D 70 94.923 1.356

SxO/D 525 671.713 1.279

TOTAL 647 1303.697
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levels of problem difticulty, mean user ratings of problem difficulty fall between quite

easy (2) and slightly easy (3).

'l'he significant effect of problen1s within difficulty level indicates that subjective

perceptions of problem difficulty vary within experimenter-rated levels of difficulty. To

test differences in user ratings of problem difficulty within the three experimenter-assigned

difficulty levels, an ANOVA was perfomred for each nf the three difficulry levels (Tables

9, 10, ll). Across easy problems, no statistically signiticant differences in mean difticulty

ratings exist. For the moderate level of difliculty, problems within the following groups

are statistically alike: [4, 10, 14, 18). (1, 4, 10, 17, 18). Diffetences in mean ratings of

perceived difficulty (Newman·Keuls p < 0.05) exist between (1) problem 1 and problem

14 and (2) problem 17 and 14. Among hard problems, problem group (2, 5, 9, 13, 15)

and problem group (2, 9, 12, 13, 15) are statistically alike. Signiticant differences exist

(Newman-Keuls p < 0.05 ) between problems 5 and 12, Figures 17, 18, and 19 i11us¤·ate

the relationship between mean perception of difficulty ratings and problems within each

level ofdifficulty.

Despite three different experimenter·rated levels of problem difficulty, mean user

ratings of perceived problem difticulty range only from quite easy to rlightly easy.

Evidently, subjects did not perceive three distinct levels of difftculty, The difliculty rating

is intended to reflect how difficult the user tinds the process ofexamining and interpreting a

function graph in order to provide accurate responses to Function Diagnostzic queries. The

mean difficulty ratings associated with each level of difliculty suggest that subjects viewed

problem-solving with Function Diagnostlc to be a relatively straightforward and easy task.

The correlation between mean values of the two subjective ratings (user confidcnce and
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TABLE 9

ANOVA Summary Table ofUscr‘s Pcrccption of Difüculty across Easy Pmblcms

Source df S S MS F p

Problcms (P) 5 6.708 1.342 1.077 0.3751

Subjccis (S) 35 171.792 4.908

S xP 175 218.125 1.246

TÜTAL 215 396.625
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TABLE 10

ANOVA Summary Table of User‘s Percepdon of Difüculry across Moderare Problems

Source df SS MS F p

Problems (P) 5 23.801 4.760 3.452 0.0053

Subjects (S) 35 224.606 6.417

S xP 175 241.366 1.379

TUTAL 215 489.773
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TABLE 11

ANOVA Summary Table ofUs«er‘s Pexception of Difüculty across Hard Problems

Source df SS MS F p

Problems (P) 5 19.444 3.889 3.510 0.(X)4S

Subjects (S) 35 192.000 5.486

S xP 175 193.889 1.108

TOTAL 215 405.333
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user's perception of problem difficulty) across the 18 problems is r = - 0.655 . This

correlation is not as low as one might expect for these two ratings to tap different

percepnons. lt does, however, suggest a moderate trend: as subjects gain contidence in

system conclusions, they find the task of solving problems with Function Diagnostic to be

easier.

User skill andpcrfomtartce. The percentage of corrccmess (%Correct) and percentage

of no conclusions (%NCs) were examined across both difticulty level and session.

Analysis of performance data from Sessions 2, 3, and 4 (Session 1 was a training session

in which data were not collectui) indicates significant differences across session for both

measures of %NCs (p = 0.0225 )and %Correct( p = 0.0261 ), Tables 12 and 13 show

the ANOVA results.

Results of a Newman-Keuls post hoc test indicates that means of%NCs for Sessions 3

and 4 do not differ significantly; however, the mean %NCs for Session 2 differs

significantly from Session 3 and Session 4 means (0.05 level). As might be suspected,

Session 2, the first session in which subject performance was recorded, shows the highest

mean %NCs (16.20), with Sessions 3 and 4 (8.33 and 7.87, respectively) following.

Newman·Keuls testing of %Correct means shows no difference between Sessions 2

and 3; however, differences between the means of Sessions 4 and 2 artd Sessions 4 and 3

are evident at the 0.05 level of significance. Session 4 received the highest mean for

%Correct (71.76). Session 3 and Session 2 have associated means for %Correct of 58.80

artd 60.19, respectively. Figures 20 and 21 summarize the relationships between %NCs

and %Correct means across sessions.

These results indicate that as subjects progressed through experimental sessions, their

problem-solving skills improved. Subjects received more practice with each session artd
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TABLE 12

ANOVA Summary Table for %NCs across Sessions

Source df S S MS F p

Session (Sess) 2 1579,221 789.611 4.008 0.0225

Subjects (S) 35 8693.433 248.384

S x Sess 70 13791.242 197.018

'IUTAL 107 24063,896
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TABLE 13

ANOVA Summary Table for %Corroct across Scssions

Source df S S MS F p

Scssion (Scss) 2 3647.065 1823.532 3.844 0.0261

Subjects (S) 35 31007.992 885.943

S x Scss 70 33204.661 474.352

TOTAL 107 67859.718
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apparently became more fatniliar with Function Diagnostic's advisor such that they were

better able to interpret system queries. ln addition, as subjects became more familiar with

the types of functions Function Diagnostcic recognized, they were better able to recognize

the types of function charactetistics essential for correct diagnosis and to provide accurate

irtput data.

Analysis of the performance data indicates that significant differences exist for both

%NCs (p = 0.0184) and %Correct (p < 0.0001) across problem difüculty level. The

ANOVA results are provided in Tables 14 and 15. Newman-Keuls comparison of the

means for %NCs reveals differences between easy and moderate problems (0.05 level) but

no differences between easy and hard or moderate and hard problems (Figure 22). Easy

problems show t.lte highest mean %NCs (15.28). These mean values imply that, of all

three difüculty levels, subjects on the average were most likely to end a consultation

session with "No Conclusion" when given an easy problem

Comparison of the %Correct means reveals differences between easy and moderate

problems in addition to hard and moderate problems (0.01 level); however, no differences

in perfomiance with respect to %Correct exist between easy and hard problems (Figure

23). Subjects performed most successfully on moderate problems (mean %Correct of

76.39).

The perfomtance results across level of problem difüculry are not intuitive. One would

expect perfomtance to be lower with greater levels ofdifficulty; however, it is evident that.

on average, subjects pcrformed most successfully when solving moderate problems and

most poorly when solving easy problems. An empirical observation helps explain these

results. Several subjects had difficulties with two easy problems. These problems were

the function g·raphs representing straightforward linear functions of the fortn
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TABLE 14

ANOVA Summary Table for %NCs across Lzvel of Difüculry

Source df S S MS F p

Difüculfy (D) 2 1177.981 588.991 4.230 0.0184

Subjects (S) 35 8693.408 248.383

S x D 70 9747.871 139.255

TUTAL 107 19619,260
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TABLE 15

ANOVA Summary Table for %Ccrre<:r across Level ofDifiiculry

Source df S S MS F p

Difüculty (D) 2 9048.306 4524.153 12.655 < 0.0001

Subjects (S) 35 31008.135 885.947

S x D 70 25025.509 357.507

'IUTAL 107 65081,95
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f(x) = mx + b (Figures A-2, A-6). At the start of each consultation session, subjects

were asked to provide infomtation regarding the su·ucture of their function. They were to

describe the function as being either continuous or piecewise linear. lf subjects viewed the

help file for that particular query, they were insmicted to consider any function with linear

properties to be piecewise linear, not continuous, Subjects who did not read the help file,

and (quite correctly) classified the linear function as a continuous function, made a critical

error. Once they had classified a function incorrectly, subjects were unable to receive a

correct solution. The Function Diagnostic nile base is designed such that once a function is

specified as being continuous, Function Diagnostic anticipates input data associated with

polynomial functions, and subsequent queries penain to characteristics of polynomial

functions.

A second observation was made with respect to the diagnosis of quadratic functions.

Four of the six easy problems are quadratic functions (Figures A—l, A-3, A~4, A—5). ln

diagnosing quadratic functions, Function Diagnostic required subjects to respond to a

particular query on function structure. To answer this query, subjects deterrnined if the

graph for a particular quadratic function represented an even function, Some subjects were

unable to correctly identify a function as being even or odd. Once a funcrion was

ineonectly identitied with respect to its even/odd property, Function Diagnostic was unable

to provide a correct functional expression.

Errors. As explained previously, this research distinguishes between two types of

user errors: critical and noncridcal enors. A critical error is one from which the system

does not recovem a noncritical error is overlooked by Function Diagnostic. Beh subject

received an en·or score for each of the 18 problems solved as follows.
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1. When a user made a critical error while solving a problem, he received a score of

100 points for the problem

2. When a user made one or more noncrirical errors while obtaining a solution for a

problem, he received 10 points foreach noncrirical enor.

3. When a user made no errors while solving a problem, he received zero points for

that particular problem

'l'hus, lower error scores indicate betterperformance. läch subject was then assigned total

error scores for each level of problem difficulty and each of the three experimental

sessions. Total scores for each session and for each difticulry level were obtained by

summing individual error scores for each problem, where six problem scores were

summed (6 problems per difficulty level; 6 problems per session). Total error scores for

each session and foreach difficulty level are gven by the following equations:

Etzrtoa
___ _

= Eenor I
, and

ERROR
um

=Zerrorl,

where errorj (errori) is the error score associated with a problem in a given session (level of

difficulty). The error scores associated with a problem are defined as follows:

0 no errors for problem j(i)

mm-
H

=
{10k k = number of noncrititzl errors for problem j(i)

100 critical error for rxoblem j(i)
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To test for significance across session and difficulty level a nonparame¤·ic Friedman two~

way analysis of variance by ranks (Friedman, 1937, 1940; Siegel, 1956) was used. Given

the sltewed distributions cf the total error scores it was felt that an assumption of nor·mality

was perhaps inappropriate,

In testing across level of difficulty, X} = 15.180 . This value is highly signilicant

(df = 2 , p < 0.001) and indicates reliable differences in errors across levels of problem

difüculty. In testing across sessions, X} = 6 (df = 2, p < 0.05). This value indicates

reliable differences with respect to session but not to the extent evident across difticulty

level.

Based on these values for Xi, a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed·ranks test (Siegel,

1956; Wilcoxon, 1945, 1947, 1949) was used for post hoc comparison of pairs (at a

signiticance level of 0.01). To guaxd against an inflated Type lerror possible with multiple

paired comparisons, an adjusted ot ( d) was calculated to test differences between each

pair, The following relationship is used to determirte d:

amd = 1-(1—d)°,

where n = the number ofpairs to be tested.

Here, amd = 0.01, and n = 3, such that d= 0.0033. Across levels of difliculty,

signiücant differenees in total error scores exist between easy and moderate pmblems and

moderate and hard problems. A nomral approximacion for large samples was incorporated,

and z-scores were calculated. The comparison of total error scores for easy and moderate

problems yielded a z-score of z= -4.092 (p< 0.00006 , two-tailed test). The

comparison of total error scores for moderate and hard problems yielded a z-score of
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z = -
3. 498 ( p < 0.0006 , two-tailed test), When comparing total error scores between

easy and hard problems, a z·score of z = -
1.202 (p = 0.2224 , two-tailed test) was

calculated. Thus, the only signiücant differences in total error scores exist between easy

and moderate problems and between moderate and hard problems. Easy and hard

problems were associated with the highest mean total error scores (281.94 and 251.67,

respectively). On average, subjects received the best total error scores for moderate

problems, with a mean score of 163.33 (Figure 24).

These error score results coincide with the results shown for mean %NCs and

%Correct across problem difiiculty. On average, subjects perfomied most poorly when

solving easy problems and most successfully when solving moderate problems. These

results are attributed to the potentially critical errors made in the classification of linear

functions and the identification of even and odd functions.

Across experimental sessions, none of the paired comparisons were signiticant at the

level of of:

(1) between Sessions 2 and 3, z =
—

0.1021 (p < 0.9044 , rwo-tailed test)

(2) between Sessions 3 and 4, z =
—

2.1916 (p < 0.0286 , twotailed test)

(3) between Sessions 2 and 4, z =
—

2.0188 (p < 0.0444 , rwo~tailed test).

Time dam. Time required for completion of a consultation session, the length of time

required for a subject to move from Initialiration to End of Session, was recorded. An

ANOVA tested for differences across the three experimental sessions. To clarify the

"session" terminology, the following distincüon between a consultation session and an

experimental session is made. Each of the three experimental sessions consists of six

consultation sessions. A consultation session is also referred to as a trial, and an

experimental session is also referred to as a session. A nested design was used to test for
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the effects of trial number within a given session. The results provided in Table 16 indicate

a signiticant session effect. ln other words, session did have an effect on the amount of

time required for completion of a trial (p = 0.0(X)1). The trial within session effect was

also significant ( p = 0.0001).

A Newman-Keuls post hoc test for comparison of mean trial times for each session

indicates that, at a significance level of0.01, mean time ofa Session 2 trial is significantly

greater than mean times for Sessions 3 and 4 trials; however, the mean trial time for

Session 3 and the mean time for Session 4 are not significantly different. At a 0.05

signiücance level, all three mean times are significantly different. Mean time per

consultation session in Session 2 was 4.13 minutes, and mean times per consultation

session for Sessions 3 and Session 4 were 3.75 minutes and 3.41 minutes, respectively.

The mean times decreased as subjects attended subsequent experimental sessions

(Figure 25). These results indicate that, on average, subjects solved problems more rapidly

with subsequent experimental sessions. lt is important to note that during Session 4,

subjects, on average, solved problems most rapidly and received the best error scores.

To test for differences in rria.l times within an experimental session, an ANOVA was

perfomted for each session (1'ables 17, 18, 19). During Session 2, the mean time for trial

one was signiücantly less than the mean time for trial five (Newman-Keuls p < 0.01).

Mean trial times within the following groups of uials are not signiücantly different: trials

(1, 2, 3, 4, 6), trials (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (Figure 26).

During Session 3 significant differences ir1 mean uial times are noted between trial 7

and ¤*ia1s 10, 11, and 12 (Figure 27). In addition, mean times for uials 8 and 9 are

significantly different than the mean time for ¤ial 12 (Newman—Keuls p < 0.01). During
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TABLE 16

ANOVA Summary Table for Time per Consultation Scssion across Trials and Sessions

Source df S S MS F p

Session (Sess) 2 56.383 28.192 14.539 0.0()01

Trials/Session (T/Sess) 15 136.685 9.112 7.481 0.0001

Subjects (S) 35 258.957 7.399

S x Sess 70 135.728 1.939

S x T/Sess 525 639.648 1.218

TOTAL 647 1227,401
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TABLE 17

ANOVA Summary Tabl: for Timcs, Scssion 2 Trials

Source df S S MS F p

Trial (T) 5 36.370 7.274 4.043 0,0017

Subjccls (S) 35 161.037 4.601

S xT 175 314.963 1.799

TUTAL 215 512.370
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TABLE 18

ANOVA Summary Tabl: for Times, Session 3 Trials

Source df S S MS F p

Trial (T) 5 40.889 8.178 8.483 0.0001

Subjects (S) 35 154.833 4.424

S x T 175 168.778 0.964

TOTAL 215 364.500
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TABLE 19

ANOVA Summary Table forTimes, Session 4 Trials

Source df SS MS F p

Trial (T) 5 59.426 11.885 13.339 0.0001

Subjects (S) 35 78.815· 2.252

SxT 175 155.907 0.891

TUTAL 215 294.148
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Session 3 mean trial times within the following groups are statistically alike: trials (10, ll,

12), trials [7, 8, 9), trials (8, 9,10,11).

Dtrring Session 4, the mean time for trial 18 is significantly different than all other mean

trial times (Figure 28). In addition, mean trial times for uials 13 and 14 are significantly

different than mean ume for t1·ial 17 (Newman-Keuls p < 0.01). Mean trial times within

the following groups are not statistically different: tiials (13, 14, 15, 16), trials [15, 16,

17), Note the trend of increasing mean trial times as progression through an experimental

session is made (Figures 26, 27, 28).

The results of ume data analyses are difficult to interpret, and time required for

completion of a consultation session may imprecisely measure a user's skills. The time

required for each consultation session is not solely dependent upon user skill. lt also

depends upon trial number within the experimental session and the type ofproblem solved

during the trial. 'lhe reason for analyzing time data across experimental sessions is due to

the relauonship between time per trial and trial number. One of die features available with

Nexpert is a Trarrrcripr facility. This faciliry permits user actions during consultation with

an expert system applicauon to be recorded. All system queries, responses to those

queries, and all rules that have been tested and executed are written into a transcript file,

Transcripr was used during experimentation to provide the experimenter with a back-up

copy of each sample path. The problem is that use of this facility increases the amount of

ume required for a subject to reach the final state. ln addiuon, the ume required to obtain a

soluuon also depends upon the trial number: as trial number increases, more data must be

stored in the transcript file. During a consultation session "¤ lot of infomiation will have to

be written inside the transcript tile. This information can be very useful for the

development phase. However, writing in this window takes ume (increasingly much as the
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session progresses) which can considerably slow down the system" (Neuron Data, 1986).

Figures 26, 27, and 28 illustrate the predictable trend of increased mean time across

consultation sessions,

Time required for completion of a eonsultation session is also dependent upon problem

type. 'I'hc lmowledge base is designed such that the time required for Function Diagnosdc

to reach a mathematical expression varies with respect to problem type. More imricate

functions (for example, third- or founh-order polynomial functions) require a user to

provide more detailed information and answer more queries than do more suaightforward

linear functions. When diagnosing an intricate function. Function Diagnostic must test and

execute more niles. lt is evident that time is therefore not an uncontaminated measure of

user skill, but is confounded with characteristics inhcrent in the expert system. In this

particular experiment, more sensitive measures of user skills are captured with the sample

path data.

Pan II. Sample Path Data Analyris

The Function Diagnostic experiment generated 648 sample paths ( 36 subjects, each

solving 18 problems), which are objecuve records of user actions. It is assumed that

expert system usability is not only a function of subjective data, but also of objective data,

of which the sample path infomiation is used to provide a new type of human·advisor

interaction meuic: the expected numbers of visits made to the states. 'I'he metric is to be

applied in a usability function. This research suggests that when a first-order Markov

model is appropriate, single step transitions probabilities may serve as indicators of

potential interface problems. Adjustments to these probabiliües change the values of

human·advisor interaction meuics. Modiücations to the interaction metrics change usability
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as calculated with the usability function. Thus, the function will allow one to predict the

degree to which expert system usability changes, without collecting additional data.

Validation of the Marlwv model. To exarrtine whether a t'rrst—order Marltov model

reasonably approximates human—advisor interacrion, a split-halves validation test was

perfomted. For one—ha1fof the sample path data, it was assumed that the Markov model is

valid, where single step tiansitions are described probabilistically such that a state tzansition

ma¤·ix P is formulated. From P a calculation for the expected number of visits to any state

E[N‘lX° = 1] is made. E[N· IXD = 1] is actually the average number of visits made to

any state, given that the state oforigin is state l, and j = L 2, 3,...,l l. This parameter, the

average number of visits made to a state, is the interaction metric considered in this

research. For the remaining half of the sample path data, the average numbers of visits

made to states 1 through ll are calculated without the probability argument:

AVERAGE NO OFwm-S'
"'

‘_

324

‘

where i = 1, 2,3, ...,l l. Validation through split-halves requires the two sets of average

values from each data half to be compared. Let a set N1 be defmed such that

Nl = (AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS

__
E, for i = L 2,...,ll},

Let a second set NZ with elements generated from the t'trst—order Markov assumption (First

halfof the data) be defrned such that
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N2= (E[NjIX° = 1],j = 1,2,...,11).

Absence of a statistical difference between N1 artd N2 supports the assumption that the

first-order Markov model is a reasonable approximation for the representation of human-

advisor interaction.

The subject population was divided into four groups of nine subjects: (l) subjects 1-9,

(2) subjects 10-18, (3) subjects 19-27, and (4) subjects 28-36. Sample paths for groups

(l) and (3) were considered as one halfof the data for which the Markov assumption was

made. Sample paths for groups (2) and (4) fonned the remaining data halt". The reason for

this particular division of subjects is explained. Data were collected in two phases: 18

subjects per phase. Subjects 1-18 were the first participants in the experiment; subjects 19-

36 comprised the second set of participants. By combining the subject population as

discussed, each data half consisted of subjects performing the experiment during both

phases of data collection.

To calculate elements of N2, a state transition ma¤·ix P is required. This mau·ix is

given below as Pl}, where single step uansition probabilities p(i„j) were estimated from

the 324 sample paths generated from subject groups (1) and (3).

Each element of'Pl3, p(i,j), was estimated as follows:

, total no. of single step transitions between states iand j

P("ß = .
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Matrix PH is a 12-by-12 matrix and speciües all single step transitcion probabilities. From

Pl}, a matrix Q1} is obtained where Q1; is equal to matrix PH minus row and column

12. Note that the one-step transition probabilities to and from state 12 are disregarded by

this elimination of a row and column. (State 12 is an absorbing state.) QB is an 11-by-11

matrix with elements q(i,j) such that

q(i,j)=p(i,j) for i,j= 1,2,},...,11.

Let an 1l-by-ll matrix S be defined such that S = [1- where 1 is the identity

n·tatrix. Each element of S, s(i,j), is defined by the following oquality:

s(i,j) = E[Nj lX°= i] .

These elements provide the interaction meuics of interest, Note that the following

relationships are also identified:

§=M—o]

r

”‘

T
[s ] = tt — Q1 .
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4
T T

Since ls'] ls']
= I, then [1- Q [S]

= I, and A system of equations enabling

calculation ofelements s(i,j) is available. Function Diagnostic ensures the initial condition

X°= 1; therefore only the first row of S (the ftrst column of
ST)

is necessary for

determination of the expected number ofvisits to state j. ln other words,

s(1,j)=E[NjlX°= 1].

The system of equations enabling detemiination ofelements s(l,j) follows. For simplicity,

let s(l,j) be written as sj.

1 = 0

—•7
+0.7307717- 0.22571:‘— 0.28413:7

— 0.292891‘ -0.062S017— 003667;,-0.02597 :w:0

-1).4230812+ 0.68759s 7- 0.08118:5
-

0.20084 17 -0.l875017— 0„04221:m=0

-0.04638;:- 0.37052 :7- 0.058301A + 0.85240:5 —0.23431;7- 0.12500:7: 0

-0.07919:7-· 0.12351:7- 0.0717517- 0.20664;, +:7- 0.083131,= 0

-0.001 1317- 0.00797 :7- 0.00448 1 7
— 0.007381s + 0.8125017- 0.012221, =0

0 62238:7 —
057792 rm : 0

-0.00792; 7-
0.37052:, —0.081l&7

— 0.14226 :‘ —0.3125017- 0.6223817 +0.828851 ,= 0

-0.0803217 - 0.12749:7- 015396 1A
- 0.1291517 -0.12225x,+ 094481:77 = 0

-0.054301 2 -
0.00598 17 -0.06273 15 —

0.53545 :7
+:77 = 0

The solution 1-0 t.his set ofequaüons is yven in vector format as

[$1% si $4 ss st S1 sr $1 sm sn] =

[1 2.72841 077470 2.06486 0.83644 0.73768 0.04936 0.88272 1.26236 0.95063 0.882721
_

Since sj :1], the eletnents ofN2 are given as
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E[N1!X1 = 1] =l

E[N1IX1= 1] = 2.72841

E[NJIX1 = l] = 0.77470

E[N1|X1= 1] = 2.06486

E[N$IX1 = 1] =0.83644

E[N‘IX1= 1] = 0.73768

E[N1|X1= 1] = 0.04936

E[N1IX° = 1] = 0.88272

E[N,IX1= l] = 1.26236

E[N11lX1 =1] = 0.95063

E[N11IX1=
1] = 0.88890 .

Note that E[N1lX1= 1] < limplies that a subset of the 324 sample paths contains no

tmnsidons to state j,

The expected numbers of visits to states, or the average numbers of visits, for the

second group of subjects are given below:

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS

__

1= 1

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS

__

1 = 2.80864

AVBIAGE NO. OF VISITS
__

1 = 0.83333

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS
__

1= 2.00309

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS
__

1 = 0.83333

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS

__

1 = 0.70062

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS
_

1 = 0.03086
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AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS
_

I = 0.88272

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS
_

I = 1.16975

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS

__

II= 0.89815

AVERAGE NO. OF VISl'l'S
_

II = 0.89506 .

An initial look at the values of AVERAGE NO. OF VISITSsImc
I

and E[NIIXI = 1] for

i = j reveals the following relationship:

AVERAGE NO. OF VISITS

_

I- ELNIIXO = 1] fori=j.

In fact the elements of N1 and N2 have a product moment cortelation of 0.998.

To statistically compare sets N1 and N2, a nonparametric test, the Kolmogorov-

Smimov two-sample l¢SI was used (Kolmogorov, 1941; Siegel, 1956; Smimov, 1948).

This particular test examines the agreement between two sets of sample values, in this case

the elements of sets N1 and N2. Under the null hypothesis, there is no difference in the

average number of visits to any state i between elements of set N1 and elements of set N2.

The largest discrepancy between the two samples is
ä

, or KD = l. Tabled values for

KD (Siegel, 1956) indicate that when N = ll and tz = 0.05 (two-tailed test), the critical

value for KD is 7. Therefore, H0 cannot be rejected at the 0.05 level. It is important to

recognize that the Kolmogorov—Smimov two·sample test is not a formal proof of the

existence of the Markov property in the sample path data It only suggests that the first-

order Markov model is a reasonable approximation of human-advisor interaction, The

importance of the Markov model is discussed in more detail in the next secrion.
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Usability: Indirecr Quanzißcaxion

The focus of this research is on expert system usability. Two types of data have been

recorded. One type is subjective: (1) user conüdence in a solution generated by Function

Diagnostic and (2) user's perception ofdifüculty. The other type ofdata is objective: the

sample path information that is a record of user actions, that is, actual perfomiance. This

research hypothesizes that usability is actually best expressed in terms of both subjective

and objective information.

Four human-advisor interaction mctrics are considered: E[N‘IX„ = 1] ,

E[N‘IX°= 1] , E[NwIX° = 1], E[N“IX°= 1]. Visits to these states are important

indices of user perfomiance. Visits to state 6 (Help Request) and state 10 (fixplanations)

indicate an accessing (both user—initiated and system-initiated) of additional infonnation

available to a Function Diagrtostic user. Visits to state 1 1 (Conclusion) imply that Function

Diagnostic did reach a mathematical expression. Visits to state 8 (Test for a Match) indicate

that users were comparing characteristics of a given function graph to those in Function

Diagnostids data base.

'I'he initial approach for quantifying the state transition structure underlying usability is

by linear regression. Under a linear regression approach, usability is indirectly expressed

in terms of dependent or criterion measures such as user conüdencc, user's perception of

difticulty, or %C¤rrect. Predictor variables are E[N‘ IX], = 1] , E] N! I Xn = 1] ,

E[N„IX° = 1], and E[ NHIX„= 1] .

Prediction of subjective data via linear regrerxion. Linear regression was used to

predict two subjective measures: mean value of user conüdence in conclusions rcached by

Function Diagnostic (CONF) and mean value of user perception of problem difüculty

(DIFF). Full models for prediction of each dependent variable are given below. For
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simpliciry E[NP|X° =1] is rewritten as ENP.

CONF = [SCP ßcPENPP+
ßcPEN“

DIFF = ßPP+ ßPPEN‘ + ßmENP + BPPENPP + BNENH.

The best models for predicting CONF and DIFF are sought. where these models may not

include all four prrdictor variables. ’I'he PRESSALL macro available on SAS was used to

generate all possible regression models for each dependent variable. Note that 15 possible

models exist for each variable (24-1). ln selecting the best models from a set of candidate

models, four criteria are considered:
R2,

the CP statistic, the PRESS statistic, and mean

squared error, or
sz

(Myers, 1986), Myers (1986) suggests that a reasonable norm by

which tojudge the CP value ofa model is CP = p , where p is the numberofparameters in

the regression model. In addition, small values of PRESS and
s2

are sought. The full

regression model (maximum R2) for criterion variable CONF is given below.

CONF = 0.3027
—

0.4416EN ,
—

0,3055 EN I + 0.4727 EN W + 5,1681EN
H

R2 = 0.3108

CP = 5

PRESS = 35.7302

S2
= 0.71691

Two simpler models are suggested in Table 20. They offer atuactive CP , PRESS, and
s2

values.
R2

values are approximately equal.

The full regression model (maximum
R2)

for criterion variable DIFF is given below,

DIFF = 5.1858 + 0.8452 EN‘ + 0.6265 ENP
—

0.5898 EN In
—

3.7221ENH

R2 = 0.3974

CP = 5
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TABIJ520

Linear Regression Models for Criterion Variable CON'F

(1) CONF = 0.6588
—

0.3907EN‘+ 4.9155ENu

112 = 0.3011

CP = 1.4368

PRESS = 29.0843

sz
= 0.684856

(2) CONF = 0.4475 -
0.4177EN ß + 0.1903EN W + 4.9770EN

U

R2
= 0.3027

CP = 3.3631

PRESS = 31.8103

sz = 0.704601
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PRESS = 23.9165

s2
= 0.53ss

Two simpler models forprediction ofDIFF are presented in Table 21.

Irt examining all models for CONF and DIFF, the obvious factor is that
R2

values are

not exceedingly high: 0,3027 S
Rz

S 0.3974
_
or 0.55 S R S 0.63 . Tltus, the subjective

data are not well predicted from user state transitions. User opinion and user state

transitions are only mildly correlated. This limited relationship provides one incentive for

representing usahility as a combination ofboth subjective and objective data.

Prediction ofperforrnance via linear regrexsion. Prediction of actual user performance

is somewhat improved over prediction of subjective measures. Two variables were

selected as criterion measures of user performance: tlte percentage of problems solved

correctly (SCORE) and the percentage of correctly solved problems in which noneritical

errors were made (NCR). Full models for SCORE artd NCR are described as follows:

SCORE = Bw + BSENI + ßIIENI + ßIIENIII+ BIIENII

NCR = ßm + ß„IENI+ |3NIENI + ßIIIENIII+ BNIENII.

The full regression model (maximum
R2)

for critetion variable SCORE is given below.

SCORE =
—

65. 2902 + 1.9168ENI + 2.5754 EN I
—

7.7375 EN
III +

148.4022 ENII

R2 = 0.6397

CII = 5

PRESS = 4950.7

:2
= 120.127

Two simpler models for prediction of SCORE are presented in Table 22.
R2 values for

each of the simpler models are approximately equal to the
R2

value associated with the full
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TABLE 2l

Linear Regression Models for Crizerion Variable DIE:

(1) DIFF = 4.8770 + 0.7950EN ‘ —
3.3266ENu

R2 = 0.3578

CP = 3.0382

PRESS = 21.5166

S2
= 0.539412

(2) DIFF = 4.6396 + 0.7722 EN ‘ + 0.4293 EN,
—

3.4670 EN
U

R2
= 0.3847

CP = 3.6531

PRESS = 23.7654

52
= 0.532946
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TABIEZZ

Linear Regmssion Models for Cxitaion Variable SCORE

(1) SCORE =
—

64. 3330- 4.3910ENm +147.9549 EN H

R2 = 0.6363

CP = 1.2972

PRESS = 4411.8

S2
= 113.929

(2) SCORE
=—

66.5115 +1.7164EN ‘
- 5.3562 EN 10+

150.0138EN H

R2
= 0.6379

CP = 3.1545

PRESS = 4631.3

s2
= 116.953
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model. The models in Table 22 provide slight improvements in PRESS and
s2

values with

respect to the full model. Model (1) provides decreases in PRESS and
s2

ofapproximately

11% and 5%, respectively. Model (2) provides decreases in PRESS and
s2

of

approxirnately 6.5% and 3%, respectively.

The full regression model (maximum
R2)

for criterion va1·iable NCR is given below.

NCR = 49.2405 +10.2830EN I + 210250 EN I + L9440 ENII-
58.0314ENII

R2
= 0.4184

CP = 5

PRESS = 10660.3

$2
= 186.504

A simpler model for prediction of NCR is presented below. PRESS and
s2

are improved

over full model values: a decrease of approximately 15% in PRESS and a decrease of

approximately 3% in
s2. R2

values are approximately equal.

NCR = 51.0407 + 10.5235 EN
I + 216748 ENI

—
58.8721ENu

R2
= 0.4180

CP = 3.0205

PRESS = 9030.9

s2
= 180.795

R2
values indicate that prediction of the two user performance variables SCORE ar1d NCR

is somewhat improved over prediction of subjective measures CONF and DIFF. The best

models for SCORE and NCR demonstmted
R2

values between 0.40 and 0.64 (product

moment correlations of berween 0.63 and 0.80, respectively).

'I'he results of linear regression analyscs indicate that while prediction of objective
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measures SCORE and NCR is improved over prediction of subjective measures CONF and

DEF, prediction of either type of dependent measure is limited. Two predictorvariables,

EN6 and EN11, are common to the models for SCORE and NCR, The predictor variable

EN11 is common to models for CONF and DEF.

The limited
R2

values suggest that a predictor variable set other than the initial

set {EN 6,EN,,ENm,EN11} may be more appropriate for predicting subjective and

objecüve measures of usability, This particular set was selected because it seemed to offer

a more general collection of human-advisor interaction metrics: the states visited are likely

to be associated with any diagnosoc—type expen system. Perhaps a complete set should

contain me¤·ics that are specific to the Function Diagnostic domain, as well as those rnetrics

that are common to arty diagnostic-type expert system. These models are not intended to

serve as design guidelines. They were developed as an initial test to determine if any

relationships between the selected human~advisor interaction metrics and the four criterion

variables (CONF, DEF, SCORE, NCR) existed.

Linear regression models offer only indirect measures of expen system usability. 'l‘his

pardcular regression analysis provides measures of the problem·solving success a user

experiences with Function Diagnostie (specified by criterion variables SCORE and NCR)

and user interpretations of the problem·solving skills demonstrated by Function Diagnostic

(specified by CONF and DEH. Manipulation of predictor variables shows the degree to

which criterion measures vary; however, relative dcgrees of usability are not available. The

following section discusses another method for developing a usability measure.

Usability: DirectQuarmfcattbn

Up to this point, usability has been measured only indirectly. The linear regression
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analysis was used to predict dependent measures that are in a sense related to usability;

however, there is no specific usability measure as such. The procedure discussed here

attempts to define a usability function. Suppose the argument made previously is

continued: for expert system usability to be accurately measured, it should be viewed in

terms of botlt subjective artd objective data such that

USABILITY = f(subjective data, objective data).

This type of relationship, if quantiüed, provides an explicit definition of usability.

Suppose expert system usability is expressed as a linear combination ef the subjective

and objective variables generated by this research: user confidence, user's perception of

difficulty, and the expected values of numbers of visits to various states. Let a general

format for a usability function be given as follows:

USABILITY = c_(conüdenee rating) + c_(difEcu1ty rating ) + Ze ,EN,,

l•E

where conjidencz rating, dwiculty rating, and EN, are usability variables, and E

represents the finite state space. With this type of relationship, the first-order Markov

representation for human-advisor interaction becomes important. ’I'his type of function

readily shows how usability is redetined as any of the usability variables are manipulated.

By adjusting t.he single step transition probabilities available from state transition ma¤·ix P,

new values for the expected numbers of visits to states are recaleulated. Note, however,

that eoefficients c , , c „, , and e , have not been specified. The remaining problem is to
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identify a technique for deterrnining these coeflicieuts and thereby weighcing each of the six

variables.

A smaH study was performed to specify coefficients of six usabiliry variables. These

variables were derived from the subjective and objective data generated by this research. A

method of paired oomparisons (Gescheider, 1985) was used to scale the selected variables.

Definidons of the six variables follow.

1. User Confidence (CONF). A user's confidence that the recommendation or

conclusion reached by an expert system is accurate.

2. User's Perception of Difficulty (DIFF). The level of difüculty a user

associates with using an expert system as a problem-solving tool.

3. Rate of Help Requests (RATE). The number of times a user aslts for help or

guidance from an expert system per total number of actions required of the user in

ort‘l¤ for the system to reach a final eonclusion.

4. Correctness of Recommendatiort/Conclusion (SCORE). 'lhe percentage

of time a user an·ives at an accurate expert system recommendation orconclusion.

5. Ittability of Expert System to Provide Recommendation/Conclusion

(INABILITY). The average number of times a user receives no solution from an

expert system, that is, the average number of times the system is unable to reach a

conclusion.

6. Number of Respunses Required of 2 User (ACTIONS). The average

number of responses a user must provide an expert system in order for it to reach a

final conclusion,

Note that these variables are very similar to variables already examined. User

conüdence, user's perception of difftculty, and correctriess of recouttrtendation/conclusion
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are actually the dependent variables used in the linear regression analysis: CONF, DIFF,

and SCORE, respectively. 'lhe remaining variables are derived from the expected numbers

of visits to states 6 and ll (ENG, ENI 1), and tlte mean number of uansitions required to

reach state 12.

Derivarion ofusability variablerfrom data. Let the number of actions required of a

user in order to reach a final conclusion (ACl'l0NS) be equal to the mean number of

uransitsions the user makes to reach End of Session, that is, the mean first passage time for

state 12 (T, ). The variable RATE is defined in terms of the expected number of visits to

state 6 and the mean first passage time for state lZ such that

RATE = ä.

T.

The variable INABILTTY indicates the expert system's inability to anive at a solution. This

variable is defined as a pmportion: the number of sample paths, over the entire set of

sample paths, for which state ll is never visited. In order for a user to reach a final

conclusion, he visits state ll one ume per sample path; therefore,

INABUJTY = l -ENn.

Suppose expen system usability is defined as follows:

USABILI'l'Y = c,(CONF) + c2(DIFF) + c,(RA'IE) + c ,(SCORE)

+ cs(INABIL1TY )+ c‘(ACI‘lONS ),

where higher values for the variable USABILITY imply increased expert system usability.

Intuitively, the following relationships between USABILITY and each of the six variables

are expected:
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(1) As user confidence (CONF) and the percentage of time 1 user reaches a correct

solution (SCORE) increase, expert system usabiliry increases.

(2) As the user's perception of difficulty
(DIFB, the rate of help requests (RATE), the

system's inability to reach a solution (INABILITY), and the number of user

responses (ACVIONS) increase, expert system usabiliry decreases.

Thus, the signs associated with each coefücient might be assigned such that the following

relaüonship detines expert system usabiliry:

USABILITY = al(CON'F) - a2(DlFF)
-

a3(RATE) + a4(SCORE)

—
a5(INABILITY) -

a6(ACl'lONS),

where coefficients al, a2,..., a6 are nonnegative.

Expert rating:. Eight professionals with experrise in expert systems and/or software

interface evaluacion were selected to parricipate in the paried comparison study, in which 15

6

comparisons (2) were made. For each pair of variables, subjects were asked to indicate

which variable, in their opinion, was more important in deüning expert system usabiliry.

The results of paired comparison analysis provide a rating scale for the six variables (Table

23). Note that DIFF (user's percpetion of difüculty) received the highest scale rating,

making it (according to the selected experts) the variable most important in defrning expen

system usabiliry; ACTIONS (number of responses required ofa user) received the lowest

scale rating, making it the variable least impmtant in defining usabiliry. lfeach scale value

is increased by 3.065 units, all variables have positive scale ratings, and ACFIONS, the

least important usabiliry variable, has a rating of one (Table 23).

The scale values presented in Table 23 indicate the relative importance ot' each usabiliry

variable and thus provide a weighring for each variable. By substituting the positive scale
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TABLE 23

Expert Rating Scale for Usability Variablcs

Variable Scale Value Positive Scale Value

DIFF 1.324 4.389

SCORE 1.021 4.089

CONF 0.704 3.769

INABHJTY -
0.124 2.941

RATE - 0.885 2.180

ACl'IONS - 2.065 1.000
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values for the usabiliry function coefficients al, az,..., a6 expert system usabiliry is

defined by the following expression:

USABHJTY = 3769(CONB
-

4.389(DH’5
—

2.180(RATE) + 4.086(SCORE)

-
2.94l(lNABH.I'I’Y)

—
(ACVIONS).

Suppose user conüdence is at its highest value (very conftdent: CONF = 7) and user's

difüculty rating is at its lowest value (very easy: DIFF = 1). If RATE = 0 (in other words,

EN6 = 0), SCORE = 100, and INABILITY = 0 (ENU = 1: the user always receives a

functional expression), then expert system usabiliry depends upon the number of responses

made by a user, where

USABH.I’l'Y = 430.594 - (ACl'lONS).

Under less usable conditions such that CONF = 1, DIFF = 7, SCORE = 0, and

INABXLITY = 1, expert system usabiliry depends upon variables RATE and ACFIONS,

where

USABHJTY = · 29.895 - 2.l80(RATE)
-

(ACTIONS).

Experimental data provide values for each of the six usability variables, such that a

usabiliry score for Function Diagnostic is readily available. The expected numbers of visits

to states 6 and 11, EN6 and EN] 1, have been calculated from the state transition matrix

PU, Thus, the Function Diagnostic usabiliry score is based on data obtained from 324

sample paths. The following values were obtained from the sample path data:

(1) CONF = 4.77

(2) DIFF = 2.38

(3) EN6 = 0.738

(4) SCORE = 65,12

(5) ENll = 0.889
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(6) T, = 13.176.

The Function Diagnostic usability score is caleulated as follows:

USABH.lTY = 3.769(4,77)
-

4.389(2.38)
-
2.180() + 4.086(65.l2)

-
2.941(1- 0.889)

-
(13.176)

USABILITY = 260.

Note that this score is not as high as it might have been under conditions of higher user

confidence and a greater number of problems solved correctly; however, the dificulty rating

is relaively low ( between quite easy and slightly easy), as are the expected number of

help requests (0.738), and the system's inabiliry to reach a solution (1 - 0.889).

A careful examination of the six usability variables indicates that they are not entirely

distinct from one ano1.her. Expens participating in t11e paired comparison study provided

insight by making the following comments:

1. A user's perception of problem difficulty may be driven by the number of responses

or actions required of him.

2. Usercontidence is supported by the quality of expen system help Files.

3. The rate of help requests is misleading, A high rate may indicat that help

information is extremely valuable, and users access it frequently to obtain important

documentation (diagrams). However, a high rate may also indicate that ysstem

queries or insuuctions are unclear, and users access help files frequently in order to

communicate with the system. A low rate of help requests may imply that help

information is not useful or that system queries and ins¤·uctions are self-

explanatory.

At this point, the beneüt of the first-order Markov model is explained. With
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appropriate substitutions, the usability function is rewriuen such that

USABILITY = 3.769(CONF)
—

4.389(DIFF)
—
2.l80(§l] + 4086(SCORE)

·2.94l(l·ENl1)- Tl .

1

From this expression, it is evident that usability is defined in terms of subjective and

objective variables. Objective variables EN6, ENI 1, and T, are derived directly from

sample path data. Recall that EN6 and ENH were calculated from state rransition matrix

Pl}. Suppose that unusually high or low transition probabilities serve as indicators of

potential interface problems. Proposed adjustments to the offending probabilities modify

the original usability score, and the degree to which usability is modiüed can be predicted.

The Markov model is useful because it enables re-evaluation of expen system usability

without requiring additional data collecüon.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this research is to quantify expert system usability, where

usability is viewed with respect to the expen system interface, or advisor, and the

interaction that occurs between the system and a user. 'l'he research examines human-

expert system intetaction and offers a model that describes this interaction. '1'he model is

important in that it enables quantihcation of expert system usability. The model enables

analysis of human-advisor interaction; the analysis genetates human perfomtance metrics

that are used to quandfy expert system usabilty. The following conclusions are made.

1. A state transition model is used to represent human-expen system interaction. The

model provides a mechanism by which to collect objective data.

2. 'Rie state uansition model is used to specify human-advisor intemction meuics.

3. Usability measures are derived from human—advisor interaction metrics. and these

measures are incorporated into a usability function.

4. The state transition model is reasonably approximated by a Markov chain. The

Markov model allows re-evaluation of expert system usability, without requiring

additional data collection. ln other words, the usability function can be used to

predict how a usability score will be changed when function variables are

perturbed.

Lehner and Zirk (1987) address human-expert system interaction. They suggest

cognitive metrics for evaluaüng the quality of human-expert system interaccion; however,

the quality of interaction is not defined in ten·ns of usability. Human performance is

evaluated with respect to the user's mental model of the expert system. The research of

Lehner and Zirk (1987) suggests that user perfortnance is high as long as the user

117
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maintains an accurate mental model of the expert system Expert systems are problem-

solving aids and as such are regarded as tools. Human factors engineers who design

advisor interfaces are responsible for providing usable tools. When a user must maintain

an accurate mental model ofan expert system in order to effectively solve problems with it,

he is required to adapt to the system. Such a system is not designed for the user but

requires the user to adjust to its format ’l'hus, from a human factors perspective, an

accurate mental model should not be a prerequisite for high quality human-expert system

interaction.

Lehner and Zirk (1987) offer no general model of human-advisor interaction. They

suggest no theoretical foundation upon which to suppon their hypotheses. Without the

benefit of a general human-advisor model, human factors engineers nm t.he risk of using

human performance or opinion me¤'ics that may not be appropriate to the interaction

scenario.

Human-advisor intertction is characterized by user navigation through a set of interface

components, or states. As a user consults the advisor, he views various interface

components. ln effect, during a consultarion session, the user moves from an initialimtion

point to a tennination poirtt. A human-advisor consultarion session is described as a "state

transition" model. States are visited as a result of user·expert system interaction.

State-to-state uansitions are based on problem domain context. If each consultarion

session represents an arbitrary user solving an arbitrary problem, the following

charactaisücs are associated with a consultation session.

» 1. Each oonsultation session genemtes a different sequence of state-to-state uansirions;

this sequence is a sample path.

2, The order in which states are visited varies across consultarion sessions.
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3. The number of times a particular state is visited typically varies across consultation

sessions.

4. Fixed sequences of state-to-state transitions do not occur during routine problem

solving exercises.

'l'he state ¤·ansition model is appropriate because it is very systematic and records user

behaviors and actions that occur during any consultation session.

During any consultation session, a random user navigates through the expen system

and visits various states within the ünite state space. Thus, a consultation session is

represented as a sequence of states, or a sample path. In addition it is suggested that each

sample path is a ftrst·order Markov chain: X = {X ,:n = 0,1, Z , where the random

variable X, is the value of the state visited after n transitions. The implication of the

Markov property with respect to human-advisor interaction is that navigation through the

advisor is path-independent: a user visits state XM = j based on infomration obtained

while visiting state X , = i.

Mathematical analysis of the Markov chain establishes a set of human-advisor

interaction meuicsc the expected numbers of visits to selected states. These metrics are a

natural outgrowth of the Marltov model and are directly related to the actual interface

components associated with a particular advisor. Each set of human-advisor interaction

metrics provides a consultation session profile. The protile reveals which interface

components are regularly accessed and which are not. lt also identities interface

components that are potential problems: an excessive numberof visits to a particular state.

The state transition model was implemented on a diagnostic-type expert system:

Function Diagnostic. Function Diagnostic is designed to determine mathematical
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expressions for graphical representations of selected piecewise linear and polynomial

functions. Function Diagnostic is described in temts of 12 states: (1) Initialimtion, (2)

Function Structure Query, (3) Location Query, (4) Test Function Characteristics, (5) Value

Query, (6) Help Request, (7) Why Request, (8) Test for a Match, (9) Match Query, (10)

Explanations, (11) Conclusion, and (12) End of Session.

To determine whether a first-order Markov model was a reasonable approximation for

modeling human-advisor interaction, a split-halves Validation test was perfomted. For

one-half of the sample path data, the fust·order Markov propeny was assumcd to be valid.

A state transition matrix
P13

was determined, and from PB, the complete set of human-

advisor intetaction metrics E[NlIX°= 1] for j= L 2...,11 was calculated. The me¤·ic

E[Ni IXU = 1] is actually the average number of visits made to any state 1 through 11,

given that the state of origin is state 1. For the remaining half of the sample path data, the

average numbers of visits made to states 1 through 11 were calculated without the

probabiliry argument. Validation through split-halves required the two sets of average

values to be compared, where

N1 = {AVERAGE N0.0F V1S1TS

__ _,
for i=1,2,..„11}

N2= {E[N‘IX0 = 1] , for j= 1.2....,11}.

Results of the Kolmogorov-Smimov two~sample test showed no statistical difference

between N1 and N2 at an tx of 0.05. The results of this test does not prove the existence

of the first-order Markov property in the sample data; however, they do support the belief

that the Markov model is a reasonable approximation for describing human-advisor

intetaction.

The Markov model is important to tlte quantiücation ofexpcrt system usability. Linear

regression analysis was used to understand the suucture underlying usability. Predictor
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variables were the human·advisor interaction meuics EN6, ENS, ENIO, and ENH. They

were used as predicrors of both subjective criterion variables (CONF, DEF) and objective

criterion variables (SCORE, NCR). Analysis results showed that subjective criterion

variables were not as well predicted by the human-advisor interaction metrics as were

objective criterion variables. The limited relationship between subjective criterion variables

and the human-advisor intcraction me¤·ics suggested detining expert system usability as a

weighted battery of subjective and objeccive test measures. A general format for a usability

function was presented:

USABILITY = c_(contidence radng) + c „(difticulty rating) + Ze IENV

A method of paired comparisons by subject matter experts was xsid to scale six

usability variables: (1) User Conüdence, (2) User' Perception of Difiiculty, (3) Rate of

Help Requests, (4) Correctness of Recommendation/Conclusion, (5) Irrability of Expert

System to Pmvide Recommendation/Conclusion, and (6) Number of Responses Required

ef a User, Expert system usability was defined as a linear combination of these six

variables.

USABl1.H'Y = a,(CONF)- a1(DIFF)
—

al(RA’1‘E)+ a‘(SCORE)

-
a5(INAB1L1TY

)—
a‘(AC1'IONS ),

where a,,az,..., a‘ 2 0. 'I'he sign associated with each coefücient a,,az,..„ a‘ was

assigned according to two assumptions.

(1) As user contidence and the perccntage of time a user reaches a correct solution

increase, expert system usabiliry increases.

(2) As the user's perception of difticulty, the rate of help requests, the system's
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inability to reach a solution, and the number of user actions increase, expen system

usabiliry decreases.

Coefficient magnitudes were estimated from the scale values obtained from the paired

comparison mcthodology:

USABILITY = 3.769 (CONF)
—

4.390(DIFF)
—

2.l80(RATE) + 4.086(SCORE)

—
2,94l(INABILlTY )

—
(ACFIONS ),

where RATE =
Egg

T.

INABILITY = 1-ENn

ACFIONS = T,.

Given this type ofusabiliry function, the benefit of the Fust·order Markov model is evident.

Variables EN6, EN] 1, T, were derived directly from sample path data. EN6 and ENH

were calculated from a single step transition probability matrix. Given that unusually high

or low transition probabilitics serve as indicators of potential interface problems, any

adjustments made to the offending probabilities modify the usabiliry score, and the degree

to which usabiliry may be altered is evident. The Markov model is useful in that it allows

re-evaluation ofexpert system usability without requiring additional data collection. 'l'he

metrics it generates provide a means for predicting the impact on usabiliry of interface

design modiftcations. The existence of these mctrics indicates that usabiliry need not and

should not be calculated solely on the basis of subjective data. An importartt aspect of this

particular model is that human performance is captured easily via sample paths. Human-

advisor interaction metrics, because they are calculated from the sample path data, are
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obtained directly from human performance data

In general, subjects leamed to solve problems with Function Diagnostic. A mean

confidence rating of 4.76 (between moderately eonjidem and slightly conjident) was

found for all problems. The mean rating for perception of problem difficulty was found to

be 2.48 (between quite easy and slightly easy). These results suggested that while users

were not exceedingly confident in the conclusions reached by Function Diagnostic, they did

find problem-solving tasks to be rnanageable.

Results relevant to user skill and performance indicated that subjects improved over the

course of experimental sessions. The best mean scores for %NCs, %Correct, and total

errors occurred at Session 4. Across the three levels of problem difficulty, subjects were

most successful when solving moderately difficult problems and least successful when

solving easy problems. These results were attributed to critical errors made in the

classification ofpiecewise linear functions and the identification ofeven and odd functions.

Analysis of ume data indicated that the time per consultauon session was not an

uncontaminated measure of user skill, but was eonfounded with characterisucs inherent irt

Funcuon Diagnostic. More imponantly, accurate measures of user skill were better

captured in sample path data.

Furth¢rRe.tearch

The state transition model is applicable to any expert system advisor. The only

requirement is that a state space be defined. In addition, application of the model may be

extended to any type of software interface with which a human must interact. In more

general terms, any type of "human-machine" interaction may be modeled via state

uansitions.
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This research exarnined one type of human-advisor intetaction metric: the expected

numbers of visits to selected Function Diagnostic states. However, analysis of any first-

order Markov model provides many more potential interaction metrics. A few examples are

given:

P[X„ =j]: the probability of visiting statej after n transitiorts, where n = 0,l, 2,...

PF
: the

mm
power of state transition matrix P, where its entries pm(i,j) for all i,j elements

of the state space E indicate the ptobability ofmoving from state i to state j in m steps

Fk(i,j): first passage time probability; the probability of visiting a statej for the Erst time

after k tmnsitions, given that the state oforigin is state i

Tw,
—

T„ : intervisit time; t.he number of transitions between visits to a particular state

E[T_,,
—

T ,.] : the expected number of transitions made between visits to a particular

state.

An extension of this research might be to incorporate additional types of interaction me¤·ics

in t.lte defmition of expert system usability.

In the context of tltis research, usability is partially viewed in temts ofphysical actions:

visits to selected states; however, tltere is no measurement of human leaming pattems or

thought processes, other than the subjective ratings of user conüdence and perceived

problem difüculty. A natural extension of this research would be to model cognidve

processes. It is suggested that human leaming and memory processes influence an

individual's ability to use an expert system efficiently. Appropriate modeling ofcognicive

processes might provide insight on how to design Interfaces that enhance leaming and

memory.

One problem associated with a Markov model of human-advisor interaction is the

selection of meuics that are appropriate for deüning usahility: analysis of the model
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gcnerates an abundance of interaction meuics. Perhaps problem domains should specify

thc interaction meuics appropriate for describing usability. It may be that thc most

appropriate metzrics vary across domains.
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APPENDIX A: FUNCTION GRAPHS
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Figure A—1. Easy pmblem (number 3).
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Figure A-2. Easy problem (number 6).
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Figure A-3. Easy problem (number 7).
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Figure A—4. Easy problem (number 8).
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APPENDD( B: INS'1RUCl'1ONS

Instruction.:for Subjects: Expert System Study

The purpose of this experiment is to study how individuals interact with an expert system

interface. The expert system to be usw in the experiment is a diagnostics-type expert

system and is referred to as a "function diagnostics" expert system. lt has been

implemented on an Apple Macintosh Plus personal computer. As a subject, you will be

required to use the function diagnostics expen system during four different experimental

sessions, over the course of four days. Each session will be approximately one hour in

length. Thus, your total commitment to this experiment will be approximately one hour per

day for four days. You will be paid $5.00 for each experimental session. Ifyou complete

all four sessions, you will receive $10.00 as a bonus for completing the experiment (for a

total of $30.00).

During each session, you will be given graphical representations of particular mathematical

functions. The expert system will query you on certain characteristics of each gmph.

Based on your responses to these queries, the expert system will "diagnose" or detennine

an appropriate mathematical expression for each graph given to you. A11 mathematical

expressions provided by the expert system will be of the following

form: f(x) = a_x' +

a__,x“"

+ ...+ an. The nature of the four experimental sessions is

described below in further detail.

§_e;s_i9¤_1. '1'he initial experimental session is dwicated to training. During this first

session, you will learn how to operatc the function diagnostics expert system. You will
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receive suflicient practice with the expert system by working problems that arc

representative of problems to be solved during the final three sessions. Training will

provide you with an opportunity to achieve sufticient working knowledge of the expert

system. 'Rie training session will consist of 4 uials (one function graph per trial). For

each uial, you are to use the function diagrtostics expert system to determine a mathematical

expression for one function graph. With the aid of the expert system, you will anive at 4

mathematical expressions. For each trial, please record the following items on the sheet of

paper showing the function graph:

l. start time

2. mathematical expression for the function graph

3. completion dme (the time at which the "End of Session" dialogue window appears).

The training session will be nm on a very inforrnal basis. Feel free to ask the experimenter

any questions you may have. The main objective is for you to leam how to operate the

expen system so that you feel comfonable using it. Remember that you are no! being

tested. Just enjoy using the expen system and the Macintosh computer.

. During the final three sessions, your tasks will be very similar to those

perfomted in uaining; however, there are some minor differences,
’I‘he

differences arc

described as follows. Iüch of the final t.hree experimental sessions will consist of 6 uials

(one funcdon graph per uial). For each ¤'ial, you are to use the function diagnostics expen

system to detemiine a mathematical expression forone function graph. With the aid of the

expert system, you will anive at 6 mathematical expressions per session. For each trial,

please record the following items on the sheet of paper showing the function graph:
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1. start drne

2. mathematical expression for the function giaph

3. compledon tirnc (the dmc at which the "Etd of Session" dialogue window appears).

During each trial, the researcher will observe your interacdon with the funcdon diagnosdcs

expert system. A complete record of the acdons you perfomi during each ¤·ial will be

maintained. Irt other words, your path through the expert system, from beginning to end,

will be recorded During sessions 2, 3, and 4, you will be using the expert system on your

own, without any further insductions from the researcher.

Again, remember that you are not being tested The objecdve of this experiment is to study

user interaction with an expert system. 'This experiment is not intended to test your

problem-solving skills.



APPENDIX C: NONCRITICAL AND CRITICAL ERRORS

Example ofaNoncritical Error

Suppose a user is given a function graph representing a fourth-order polynomial function

(Problem 12: f(x) =

x‘

+ 1.2x’
—

5.4x*) having one relative maximum and two relative

minima. In response to the two queries regarding the number of relative maxima and

minima, the user reverses the actual numbers and responds that the function graph has two

relative maxima and one relative minimum. The Function Diagnostic knowledge base is

designed such that the mles associated with third· and fourth—order polynomials are

sadsfied as long as the number of relative maxima and minima are greater than or equal to

one. 'I‘hus, in spite of this error, the potential for a correct conclusion still exists.

Example ifaCritical Error

Suppose a user incorrectly identifies the structure of a particular function: he indicates that

his function graph represents a piecewise linear function with jump discontinuities, when in

fact the graph represents a continuous function. In other words, the user provides an

incorrect response to a function structure query. Die Function Diagnostic rule base is not

designed to recover from this type of incorrect user response. Most likely, Function

Diagnostic is unable to interpret the subsequent set of input function characteristics

provided by the user and either reaches an incorrect solution or provides no ünal

conclusion.
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